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ABSTRACT

The forming of typical contoured airframe skins by Shear Forming or
Floturning normally requires a preformed blank. The press forming of HK31A
Magnesium Alloy must be done on heated dies.

A fabrication procedure combining template controlled power spinning
and Floturning would make it possible to start with a flat blank thereby
eliminating the problems encountered with heated press dies.

The various operation configurations and thicknesses are calculated
using standard Floturn methods combined with new methods of calculating
material displacement so as to provide uniform ratios of reduction.

Two test lots of material were processed through the first three of
four operations. After the first lot, the blank thickness was increased
and the thickness of all operations re-calculated to compensate for over-
thinning encountered due to material ductility.

The feasibility of forming contoured airframe skins of BK31A Magnesium
Alloy is proven, provided the temperature of the tooling and workpiece is
maintained at 7000F. The last operation was not completed due to problems
of tooling distortion encountered at operating temperature.
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FABRICATION OF AN HK31A MAGNESIUM ALLOY AIRFRAME SKIN

PROJECT TN2-8106

CONTRACT NUMBER: DA-33-OO8-ORD-2084

PART Io

Object-s

The object of this program was to fabricate Ogival contoured airframe
skins of HK31A Magnesium Alloy utilizing the roll forming technique.

Summary

The configuration of typical contoured airframe skins generally requires
that a drawn preform is necessary to satisfy the basic theory of axial displace-
ment of material by strict adherence to standard shear forming procedures.

Since the forming of HK31A Magnesium Alloy by conventional press methods
requires heated dies, a fabrication procedure that would eliminate the require-
ment for preformed blanks would permit more effective utilization of the advan-
tages of the shear forming process,

The forming of HK3iA Magnesium Alloy by a combination of shear forming and
spi ning had been successfully accomplished through the first three of the four
forming operationso Due to the tooling problems encountered with elevated tem-
perature coupled with the extreme slenderness ratio of the fourth operation arbor,
the fourth forming operation was unsuccessful. Accordingly, the required fabrica-
tion and delivery of six airframe skins were not made.

Conclusions:

The forming of Ogival Contoured Airframe Skins of HK31A Magnesium Alloy by
a combination of shear forming and template-controlled power spinning starting
with a flat blank of sheet or plate stock is entirely feasible, provided that the
workpiece and. tooling are maintained at a suitable temperature.

Recommendations:

Based upon the results of this problem, the outlined procedure for fabricat-
ing Ogival Contoured Airframe Skins should be adopted as the standard manufactur-
ing method for all future requirements°

Additional development work would be required to arrive at the best methods
of overcoming or compensating for differential expansion between the tooling
material and workpiece material, and to elimirate tooling distortion caused by
non-uniform heating of the tooling,
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Introduction::

The basic theory of Shear Forming is based upon the axial displacement
of material. This theory, in its simplest form, can be illustrated by the
relation between a flat blank and a straight sided cone made from a flat
blank as shown in Figure 1.

The thickness obtained is
determined by the starting
blank thickness and the angle
of the part. Since the blank
thickness remains constant as
well as the angle of the part,

the thickness produced will
be constant throughout the

F Ulengthof the cone.

If a contoured part were
made from a flat blank by
means of Shear Forming alone,
the results would be as indi-
cated in Figure 2.

Since the side angle of the
part is continuously changing,
the thickness of the part

would tape throughout the

Tr length of the contoured see-

FIGURE ,
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In order to produce a contoured part with a uniform wall thickness, by

axial displacement alone, a blank must be provided which has a suitable axial

*thickness at any distance from the center line of the part. Figure 3 shows

this requirement and also one possible solution. This approach requires that

a very thick piece of material be used and considerable time be expended to

obtain the desired variation of axial thickness. The desired condition may

be obtained more readily by using a suitably shaped preformed blank as shown

in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4



In order to overcome the need for Press Forming a. blank, it was felt that
a variation of the Shear Forming procedure could be devised whereby the axial
thickness couLd be increased by gathering material from a larger diameter.
Figure 5 illustrates the basic idea as applied to a simple, one-step operation.

The contoured part shown in Figure 5 is considered to be composed of a

number of straight aided conical sections all having the same normal thickness
but with the axial thickness increasing as the side angle becomes smaller. There-
fore, T11 is greater than T' . The axial thickness of all incremental conical
sections is greater than the thickness of the flat starting.blank although the-
normal thickness of the part is less than the starting thickness. The forxir
of the part would have to be done in such a manner that the volums of material
in each incremental conical section came frAom a suitable section of the start-
ing blank. Later in the report, this approach wil be further clarified and
applied to multiple operqtions.

FI G 7 5

,1
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APPLICATION OF THEORY TO SPECIFIC PART

A detailed study of Skin, A.Ko Section TA-34-130 shown on Figure 6, indi-
cated that four operations would be required starting with a blank thickness of
.375. In order to obtain the best results in the fourth operation, all plann-
ing was based upon making the first three operations combined Shear Forming and
Spinning, while performing just Shear Forming in the fourth operation.

A comparison of thicknesses required and effective angle throughout the
contour of the part indicated that from the small end to Station 23 Shear Form-
ing only was required and the resulting thickness up to Station 23 would be more
than specified. This excessive thickness would be removed by conventional mach-
ining methods after completion of forming.

In order to avoid confusion, point numbers were substituted for station
numbers as in earlier operations there would be no direct correlation between
the actual length of the part and the station number. Point 0 was placed at
Station 10 just beyond the offset at the small end so that, in the event it is
desired to relate point numbers to Station numbers, the corresponding station
number may be obtained by adding 10 to the point number.

In order to compensate for the tendency of ductile materials to overthin
because of material being forced up the arbor, all calculations were based upon
the assumption that the starting blank was .340 thick instead of .375, thereby
incorporating an allowance of approximately 10%.

All calculations required to establish part configurations in each opera-
tion are presented in Appendix A, and the configurations obtained are shown on
Figures 7 through 10, and are presented in reverse order of forming so as to
correspond to the order of calculations.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

A preliminary lot of fifteen blanks .375 thick were processed through the
first three operations so as to obtain preliminary information covering various
machine settings and procedures.

Following completion of preliminary work, a second lot of fifteen blanks
was processed. A detailed description of the methods used and results obtained
on this lot of parts is presented in Appendix B.

As indicated in Section 5 of Appendix B, no significant results were ob-
tained in the fourth operation due to distortion of the arbor when heated to
operational temperature. No distortion had been noted when performing the
first three operations. However, the first three arbors are relatively short
compared to the fourth arbor so that the condition was completely unexpected.

When the arbor was first brought to operating temperature and checked for
runout at the small end, it was discovered that runout of the order of .010 T.I.R.
existed; however, this was attributed to an error in the machining of the mount-
ing surface at the large end of the arbor. This runout condition at the small
end was corrected by inserting shim stock at suitable points between the arbor
adapter and the spindle nose.
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When a condition had been established which provided a maximum runout of
.002 T.I.R. at the small end of the arbor, a short part from the first test lot
of blanks was placed on the arbor and Floturned. While no difficulty was en-
countered as far as material fractures were concerned, a pronounced bubble or
raised area appeared in the part. This bubble extended the length of the part
and approximately 900 around the part. This condition was visible while the
machine was still running and interpreted to mean that an excessive runout condi-
tion existed resulting in an unequal gap between the roller and arbor during each
revolution of the arbor.

As soon as the part was removed from the arbor, the runout condition was
checked, and it was found that the small end of the arbor ran out .010 T.I.Ro,
while at a point at the middle of the arbor the runout was .020 T.I.R. and only
.003 at the large end. This runout condition indicated clearly that the arbor
was distorted, but it appeared that this difficulty could be overcome by re-mach-
ining the arbor while it was held at operating temperature. The roller was removed
from the Floturn Machine and replaced with a tool block and a cut taken over the
entire surface of ths arbor. The depth of cut was held to the minimum which would
allow for clean-up.

Following re-machining of the arbor, another part from the first test lot of
blanks was placed on the arbor and Floturned. During the Floturn operation a
series of very pronounced wrinkle!s developed in a spiral pattern on one side of
the part. These wrinkles were at an angle of approximately 600 to centerline and
had a peak to peak length of about one inch. The height of the wrinkles became
greater and greater as the operation progressed until several were so great that
they were caught under the roller and mashed flat, fracturing the part. The re-
sults obtained on this part again indicated that excessive runout of the arbor was
causing a variation of the effective gap between the roller and arbor.

As soon as the part was removed from the arbor, a check was made to determine
the amount of runout existing at the small end. Without tailstock support the
small end of the arbor ran out .030 T. I. R.

As a result of the development of such an excessive amount of runout during
the running of a part, extensive checks and observations were made of the behavior
of the arbor when heated by the internal rods alone, both when the spindle was sta-
tionary and when rotating continuously. As a starting point, the arbor was allowed
to remain stationary with the high point of the end runout up. In other words, the
small end of the arbor was .015 above centerline. Within a period of fifteen min-
utes the end of the arbor dropped to a point .004 below centerline, which resulted
in a runout of .008 ToI.R. with the high point 1800 from the original location.

At first it appeared that the end of the arbor was dropping because it was
heated to a point where the arbor material was approaching a plastic state. Fur-
ther observation of the action of the arbor led to the conclusion that this was not
the case but that with the arbor stationary the internal rods tended to heat the por-
tion of the arbor above centerline more than the portion below centerline. As a re-
sult of this differential heating, the side of the arbor above centerline expanded
more than that below centerline. Further experimentation revealed that the arbor
could be restored to a true running condition most quickly by stopping the spindle
with the high point down and applying additional heat to the underside by means of
a propane torch. The amount of movement of the small end was gaged by means of ia
indicator contacting the underside of the arbor very close to the small end.
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Once the arbor was restored to a true running condition, it seemed to re-
main fairly true as long as the spindle was kept rotating. In order to avoid
stopping the spindle for more than a few seconds, the procedure for checking
the template setting and corresponding roller gap was modified so that only
three points were checked with feeler gages, and these checks made as rapidly
as possible with the spindle restarted as soon as practical.

Another part from the first test lot of blanks was placed on the arbor and
brought to heat as rapidly as possible and the roller feed started. The roller
had just contacted the part when the part failed due to hot fractures in an area
three inches ahead of the roller. A check of part temperature was made with an
electric pyrometer as soon as the spindle could be brought to a stop. The tem-
perature of the part in the area of the fracture was 8400. This excessive heat
resulted from use of too large a torch flame in an effort to raise the tempera-
ture of the heavy end of the part rapidly.

The arbor was again checked for runout and restored to a true running con-
dition by selective heating and another test part placed on the arbor. The part
was brought to operating temperature and the roller started on its working pass.
As the roller progressed along the part a bubble appeared very similar to that
encountered in the first part run. In addition, as the roller approached a point
approximately twelve inches from the small end, a series of wrinkles started de-
veloping in the part 1800 from the bubble. These wrinkles became progressively
worse and extended into the portion of the part ahead of the roller. The roller
folded over and flattened several of the wrinkles and, as a result, fractured
the part.

Due to the failure of all attempts up to this point to maintain a satisfac-
tory runout condition of the arbor when operated at an elevated temperature, it
was decided to investigate the possibility of performing the operation with the
arbor at room temperature. The arbor was re-machined at room temperature to re-
establish a true running condition and two trials made with parts #14 and #6
from the second lot of blanks. In both cases, the parts fractured in the step
in the nose. The parts could not be heated to a suitable temperature due to the
chilling effect of the cold arbor.

Further thought was given to the problem of distortion of the arbor when
heated to a temperature of 6000. Since the distortion seemed to result from
non-uniform heating of the arbor by the internal rods, which could result from
variations in wall thickness or from variations in the amount of contact between
various rods and the cast surface on the inside of the arbor, it was decided
that a more uniform condition could be obtained if the hollow portion of the
arbor were filled with some conductive material. After considering several pos-
sibilities, steel shot was selected.

The arbor was removed from the spindle, filled with steel shot, and re-
mounted on the spindle. The arbor was brought to temperature by means of the
internal rods and allowed to reach a stable temperature. While a runout condi-
tion did exist as a result of earlier re-machining at non-uniform heat, repeated
checks indic~ted that the arbor remained stable without any distortion due to
unequal heating.
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Following the check for stability, plans were made and the set-up
revised to again remachine the arbor at operating temperature in order to
eliminate the existing runout condition. After all preparations were com-
pleted, the arbor was again brought to operating temperature and checked
for stability and machining started. Shortly after the remachining cut was
started, the temperature of the arbor started dropping rapidly, indicating
a loss of power to the internal rods. The cut was allowed to continue to
completion, and then the circuit was checked by the plant electrician who re-
ported that the rods were grounded.

The arbor was removed from the spindle and the shot and rods removed
from the inside of the arbor. All three rods had burnt through on one side
of the arbor at about the middle of their length and some of the steel shot
had fused into a solid mass around the burnt ends of the rods. The cause of
rod failure was not readily apparent, so it was decided to consult the sup-
plier, but in order to avoid any undue delay in the program, the arbor was
refilled with steel shot and work continued with all heating obtained from
propane torches.

Parts #3 and #4 were placed on the heated arbor and run. However, Part
#3 fractured in the step in the nose, and part #4 fractured just beyond the
step.

The only part remaining that could be used for additional work was one of
the parts from the first test lot of parts. This part was placed on the arbor
and run to full length without fracturing. However, very sharply defined
wrinkles formed throughout the part from approximately point #6 to point #30.
This wrinkled condition resulted from the non-uniform gap between the roller
and arbor.

The problem of rod burn-out was discussed with the supplier, and we were
advised that this failure did not result from the use of steel shot to fill
the inside of the arbor, but was a result of having the rods too firmly re-
strained at the ends so as to prevent the ends of the rods from moving as the
rods reached operating temperature. Since the ends of the rods could not move
as the length increased, the rods bowed in at the center until they touched
and burnt out.

Replacement rods were ordered and plans made to change the manner of
restricting the ends so as to permit movement.

The results obtained through three operations as given in Appendix B
were reviewed to determine the best methods of procedure to be used on another
lot of material. This review and a complete report on further work is given
in Appendix C.
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Following the completion of work as reported in Appendix "C", ending
with the failure of a third set of heating rods in the fourth operation in
the arbor, a complete review of the situation was made and the following
determination madei

1. The feasibility of forming HK31A Magnesium Alloy by a combination
of Floturning and spinning has definitely been proved through the
first three operations as reported in Appendix "C", provided the work-
piece and tooling are maintained at 7OO°F. as outlined on Page B-28 of
Appendix "B".

2. All the problems encountered in the fourth operation were a result
of the effect of attempting to maintain a temperature of 7000F. in the
arbor. 'ghile similar problems might have been e xpected in the earlier
operations, the extreme slenderness ratio of the fourth operation arbor
compounded the problems.

3. One attempt was made to solve the tooling problems encountered with
elevated temperatures; however, this attempt was unsuccessful.

4. Further work directed toward the solution of elevated temperature
tooling problems is not within the scope of the subject contract.

I

In view of the problems encountered with the fourth operation tooling in

accordance with the foregoing determinations, steps were taken to close out
the contract.
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I APPENDIX A

FABRICATION OF AN HK31A MAGNESIUM ALLOY AIRFRAME SKIN

I CONTRACT NUMBER: DA-33-008-ORD-208h

I The following calculations and dimensions are based on the inside surfaoe of
the part. Therefore the co-ordinates obtained are those for the tooling in
the operation.

The inside configuration of the fourth operation is that of the finished
part as shown on drawing #TA-34-130.

I The same unknowns appear in the calculations for each operation, tlerefore
the same symbols are used for these values. A subscript is used with each
symbol to indicatd the operation to which that symbol applies. (T4 - thick-
ness in the fourth operation, T3 - thickness in the third operation, etc.)

The first step is to calculate dimensions that will define the jog in the
finished part between station 8.5 and station 10. To locate the intersec-
tion of the 2.000 T.P.I. and .410 T.P.I., see the calculations on page A-3.
Location of the .175 and .202 radii centers are calculated oft page A-4.

I To allow the finished part to be trimmed at station 8.5, a new inside

bottom, or base for all dimensions parallel to the centerline, will be
I established at station 8.25.

In the section from the inside bottom to station 10 or Point 0, only Floturn
principles are applied, therefore the diameter at any point on the curve and

I thediameters to the center of the two radii do not change. Calculations
for the length of this section*for the first, second, and third operations
are shown on page A-5.

I The following calculations are split into two sections. The first section,
from Point 0 to Point 13 (station 10 to station 23), is based entirely on
Floturn principles holding the axial thickness equal in all operations. The
second section, from Point 13 to Point 38 (station 23 to station 48), is
based on a combination of Floturn and spinning principles. This is required
because the axial thickness of the finished part is greater than the flat
blank thickness in this section.

See page A-6 for an illustration of the Floturn formulas used to calculate
the first section. Columns. 1 through 22, pages A-16 through A-18, show the
chart solutions for this section. Column explanations are given on page A-9
and page A-10.!

!
I
!
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The third operation curve, for the second section, is calculated using
the Floturn formulas illustrated on page A-6. See page A-? for an
illustration of the combination Floturn and spinning formulas used to-
calculate the second operation, first operation, and flat blank of the
second section. We propose to change the axial thickness proportion-
ally through three operations so that the required axial thickness for
each increment is obtained in the third operation. To insure that the
required amount of material is available for each increment, the volume
of any one increment is equal through all operations. Therefore, as
the axial thickness deoreasesp the increment of radius increases for
the second and first operations and the flat blank. See page A-8 for
an illustration of one increment from a flat blank to the finished part.
Columns 22 through 64P pages A-19 through A-2, show the chart solution
for this section. Column explanations are given on pages A-3l through
A-15.-
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3.7d04 DIP.

.202 ID.

.J 7'S- R RD.----

SIN , =.20.foo

C 15c4 o.wl

ST~r. /0 5"rR. 8. 74Z
(POINT- o)

Z COSc 4 -.. 173" 51N-4 ./7S51M9 "+. ZOZ 51N9 -. 202 51N V. 7S-142 /.Z-58

.'?7?63 Z -.035-14+.1 7-51N & + .202 SIN i -. 04O07- +. 7-1-f 2 Z1.,
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Z =."?f7769 - .38484 SIN 0
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It~ 1 . 33 4
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.5?784 ?- .3.9 4*4 SV = .8 7730 C0s 9 -. 6 4 ?

.38,184 SIN P = /.4 43 7 -/.9 8730 COS 9

SIN 0 = 3.7.5-87 - 4.876/9 COSt9

I -COs' d' = 14.0 74--3 -36.6 04Z2 C OS- Z .7 ?'a/X COS'z

2 -f- 716/-- C 0S;,v -36 02 20.59 + 13o74-3 =0

COS& = .

Cos & 1.4761- .2-1411

CO.S a F .60605" SN =.79-F43 ______ 41 16#



BOTTOM OF PNP9T-

UNWTRIMMt~ED

2.70 DR.(END OF TOOL)

4.009 DIP. .~

I -f4,60 P /Al

POW T-0On 0 CS3 9rS6
-ri9Nac3 . 3/435

C/?LCUL19TIONS FOR THIR~D 0PE RJ9TIOts

A.ZO 2(27-779)= .06/ E~.7('98 =.O-3

c=.a-,r2 -8 .Z30 -F =.06 3

0=- c

X3=.473 +D-o9+.3OO -AE +'H = 1.36f END Of T-OOL- TO POINT-C

(rHI;PD OPERATION)

C9L.CUJ~oT10AW5 F-OR SECOND OPFRA9TION

S/Ncz =.44812 COS oec4 678'?p7 .-r N oc 2 35012 7

n=.20.2(44812) .0(?/ E=.7: f'441).078

.15012'7
AXZ=43+O-Rf.3O- E + H- =/.I/ END OF' TOOL TO POINT-O

(ECOND OPER9T/O.N)

CR9LCULRTIONS FOR FIFPST OPCRA9TIONV

A 450 ANGLE WILL 8,- FLO TURNE-D FROM, THlE END OF TO-OL

(Z.770 D/IN.) TO PO/NT-O (4.463 DIP9.)

Jx= z43~7 6 .46 ' END OF TOOL TO POINT-O0(FIRsT oPEki9ToA).
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ILLUSTRATtON OF THE FLOT7LIPAI FORMAUI-. 09PPLIE0 TO RNY

ONE INCREM4ENT THROUGH ONE FLOTlJRN4 OPERPTION

STA9TION- fl STOT/ON-Y7

A~~~ XY___c4  -- -
I--

5STAT/O iN- k71 STATION- Y + I

* F-OURTH OPr/?AT/ON THIRD OPERA 710/vj
Of? FINISHED PORT

STi9TIOAN- : COORDINATEST 9ND WRLL TH-IC/<NESS aT EnCH
S'rl9TION GIVEN ON F/N/SHED Pt9RT DRi9W/N6.

4Y4 : INCREMENT OR? RADIUS CHR9N6E BETWEEN STATIONS-
FOURTH OPERATION.

'AX 4 . INCRFEM4ENT OR CHANVGE IN LENGTH BETWEEN STATIONS,4-
FOLURTH OPERATION.J

?_4 =VAY_.tAX4; LEN6T1 0or YYPOTEFNLJSE FOR EA9CH INCREMrN7
F-OURTH OPERA9TION,

K- VfI/Nc 4 -'EQUPL PERCiENT OF REDUCTION INt EACH OF FOU)R
OPERA9TIONS' - FL4T BLA9NK TO THE FINISHED P9RT. -

CONSTA9NT IN ALL OPERA9TIONS FOR ANY ONE INCREMENT

73 <XZ4 :LENGTH OF HYPOTENUS.E FOR EACH INCREMEAfT-
THIRD OPER19TION.

AY.3AY 4 THE FADILJS AT A9NY POINT DOES NOT CHA9NGK FROM1
ONE: OPERATION TO A9NOTHER.

A .=;,2:A,' :INCREMENT OR CHANGSE IN LEN'GTH BETWEEN
ST19TIONS -THIRD OPERA9TION

X.3 = SUIM AX_;: THIS DIMENSION f THE CORRESPONDING Y3
D/tM'EN51ON GIVES A COMPLETE SET OF COORPINA9TES FOP_
.THE TH/RD OPERA9TION CURVE.

THESE FORMULAS PRE APPLIED TO EACH INCREMEtIT THROUGH
THE ENTIRE LENGTH OF THE PART WHERE THE FLOTLIRN
PRINCIPALS- OPPL-Y. TO (iENERATE-o THE -THIRD OPERA9TION CURVE
PLOT X3 A9ND COR.RESPONVIN6" Y3 . THE SAME PROC EDURE IS

REPEATED F-OR TrHE SECOND $ FIRST OP(&-,qTIOWf CURVES THROU61H

STA9T/O .23.
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ILLUSTRi9TION OF THE FOMMULAS- U5CD IN THE qR--#9 THAT
REQUIRES iq COM8INPT/ON OF FLOTURW 91VD SPINN/A/E
PRIMCIPALS, 9PPLIE0 TrO ONC INCREMENT TrHROLIGH ONE'
OPERATION.

R3 STATION--nY

16TxTRON- S0941O__ -_Y

STTO- 7t-I

T~-r FII BL N TTo/z( E

TIRDL OPHRO9i'6H THSEOECTOND FOPR9IONH

T= U FLA 9KTHICKNESS~ IESO .30T H

REQUIRED AXIRL THICKNESS- TV,# ='

Tq l= 9X/IOL THICKNESS5 o9T EACH INCREAIE4Nr

T 2 =TeSI/c ,9- PCANS T ENCH /NCREM~EA/t

S3 RADIUS 97T STATION-Y7+I

IZ= FROIUS A9T START/ONV-f Sz F-OR PREVIOUS' INCREMENT= =Y

S~ =R~t(SJpR2)FR =RRDIUS AT' STRITON- r7/ Rz FOR N/EXT

jIvcR-&t4ENTr

I?,V~r-=RAT7/O REpLUIRED To0 GIVE EQU,9L PERCENT REDJC7rioN
THROU6H THREE F-LOT/JRNI OPERAI~ONvS

~YRATIrO TO COMPEATE7- FOR LA 5E1 4? R!bU AT EA1CH
A SUCCESSIVE S'TRTIOM DUE TO SPINNIN6 AqCTION

Z=Z 3 (R-) L ENeWH OF- MYPOTENUJE* FO& -JEACH INCREMIENT

AX-V-7 -Y, INCREMENTIV- OR CH09NGE IN LENGTH BETWEEN

STPTIONS

Xz=SUM? A)Q = I-EN6TH LPIfrEN.F/ON FOR SECOND OPERATIONV

CURVE 'ST07T/ON 23 TO STOTK'IN 48

TO GENERATE THr SECOND F-IRST OPERATIONt CURVES
FROM ST#9TION 23 TO STAT/ON .48, PLOT Xz 19ND X, WITH

THEIR CORRESPONDIN16 Z A9ND V Y DIMENSIONS



ILLUSTPION OF ONE IWcREM.ENT FRO"4 PL/?T BLIq/VX

THRiOL1c6# THE FOURTH OPERA'TION SHO40WIN& GR/9P/C#9LLY
LETTE-R DkEs/ENR9T/oNlS F-OR THE FORMvUL.09 BELOW R^ND

TH(' FOLLOW/WE CAReT SOLLIIVA or"Rot4 polIr-13 To
PO/NT- 36

POINT-N POINT-H POINT-N POINT-NPON-

FOURTH THIRDO
0OPERTc? PERATIam

OPOPRTIOO--

POINT- N+f1
FLR)qT

P0/AlT-N+I. 81.AN/(

POINT- Nt I

THE FORMHL,9R DCR/VE D &ELOW 1-5 Vs5D TO C#9tL U/-E THE
R,9011 (R$5) OF EACH 1lNCRE-E17- Fo9 TH.- SCCOMIf-

OPEIRATION, F-IRST OPE-69T/oN A9ND F-LT B.L#INK F-,OM
POJNT-13 TO POINT-36'.

VOLUME OF ONE INCREMN'T THeOIL H IqtL OP0,-CATIONS IS

EigLJPL. THE P)(I81 THICKNESS CHANGES FROMr THE B/-A/< TO

THE THI/Rf OREoeATIOM. tAI/AL THICKN~eSS /.A 7Yi'E- T/1/,e/

FIND FOURTH OPFEflTIONS ORE E4'UIAL.. *7t=Tq_ Rg=R? 54=5

VR~ -?r(-jeZ)T 2~f~YA -,e z7( T )T

-A. = 7r (52- 7,9) 7

R 2 T
54- 2Z+- r.,T

S24 ;= #(.54 -R4 ) R



EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHART SOLUTIONS

Column No.

Point Number: Reference number to ease tracing calculations from
one page to another,

Station Number: Given on Drawing #TA-34-130.

X4 r Length dimension from inside bottom of part to each co-ordinate.

Y4- =Lr : Radius at each point.
2

O AX 4 : Increment of length between points.

AY* : Increment of radius between points.

Length of hypotenuse for incremental triangle.

® SIN -A YA-

Sine of angle of the incremental triangle.. Sine of half the included
angle of each conical increment of the part.

Compliment of the percent of reduction for each operation required to
Floturn a flat blank to the finished angle, utilizing four Floturn
operations with an equal percent reduction in each operation.

length of hypotenuse for incremental triangle.

Increment of length between points.
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EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHART SOLUTIONS

Column No.

© ) X, sum ,x1 = Sf UM
Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for third operation
curve. The first value, at point 0, is taken from the calculations
on page A-5. To plot curve use X3 and corresponding Y4.

Length of hypotenuse for incremental triangle.

Increment of length between points.

X = SUM s X 2.= SUM
Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for second operation
curve. The first value, at point 0, is taken from the calculations on
page A-5. To plot curve use X2 and corresponding Yh.

B, ,= K x -Z2
Leng;th of hypotenuse for incremental triangle.

x ;- Y: = _®_-

Increment of length between points.

@ " x, = sum A X, = sum
Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for first operation
curve. The first value, at point 0, is taken from the calculations
on page A-5. To plot curve use X1 and corresponding Y4"

T, = K-.34o = ®x.340
Radial wall thickness for each increment.

Tz= Km xT, = X
Radial wall thickness for each increment.

T = K xTI@
Radial wail thickness for each increment.

Radial wall thickness for each increment.



EXPLANATION OF COLT NSUMBRS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHART SOLUTIONS

Column No.

Point Number Same explanation Column 1.

Station Number: Same explanation Column (.

X4  : Same explanation Column ®.

- Sam explanation Column

AX4 : Same explanation Column'

AY,# : Same explanation Column

Same explanation Column Q)_

SIN -c. ZY4

Same explanation Column (

T4  : Radial wall thickness (high limit) given on Drawing #TA-34-130.

lNa 4  - Axial wall thickness.

Wall thickness for each increment equal for third and fourth operations.
Thickness in increment taken as that at large end of increment.

K3 K=VS1 No 4
Compliment of the percent of reduction, for each operation, required to
Floturn a flat blank to the finished angle, utilizing four Floturn
operations with equal percent reduction in each operation. (Used in
'the second section to compute the third operation curve only )
•K - 40000 minimum - holding maximum percent reduction in wall thick-
ness to 60%.

~.1
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EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHArT SOLUTIONS

Column No.

Sa3e explanation Column

Same explanation Column

Y,= StJh .Xv = SLIM @
Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for third operation
curve. The first value at point 13 is taken from point 13 in Column

3

Sine of angle of the incremental triangle. Sine of half the included
angle of each conical increment of the part.

@ .- T 4  ,N74c 3  0
Radial wall thickness for each increment. Axial wall thickness in the
fourth operation equals the axial wall thickness in the third operation.

Ratio required to change the axial thickness equally through three
operations from the assumed flat blank thickness of .340 to the required
axial thickness in the third operation.

S.RT

R2 : Radius at small end of each increment. (See page A-8 for
illustration) R2  Y4 at point 13 for the increment from point 13 to
point 14. R2 at each successive increment equals 82 from the previous

.increment.

Rand S4 are taken from Y4 (Column (@ ). See illustration on page A-8.
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EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE F(LLOWING CHART SOLUTIONS

Column No.

I
Radius at large end of each increment. (See page A-8 for illustration,
and derivation of equation).

I @ Y2 : Radius at each point. For example Y2 at point l4 equals S2 for
increment from point 13 to point 14.

I ® AY2 : Increment of radius between points.

I
I Ratio to give equal percent reduction in wall thickness for three

operations, and the sine of angle of the incremental triangle.

!

Length of hypotenuse fpr incremental triangle.

AY, Ratio to compensate for change in radius from third operation

to" second operation.

1 AX, = -V I = -

Increment of length between points.I
-.X 5LJM AX = suJm@
Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for second operation
curve. The first value at point 0, is taken from the calculations on
page A-5. To plot curve use X2 and corresponding Y2 "

IT
Axial wall thickness for each increment.

S , e f lf = _ Y

Sine of half the included angle.
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EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHART SOLUTIONS

Column Noe

* T X,,x SIN -=- @
Radial wall thickness for each increment.

R : Radius at small end of each increment. (See page A-8 for
illustration) RI - Y4 at point 13 for the increment from point 13
to point l4. RI at each successive increment equals SI from the
previous increment.

Radius at large end of each increment. (See page A-8 for illustration,
and derivation of equation).

Yl : Radius at each point. For example Yl at point 14 equals 32 for
increment from point 13 to point 14.

@ AY, i Increment of radius between points.

Length of hypotenuse for incremental triangle.

: Ratio to compensate for change in radius from second operation4 Y
to first operation.

Increment of length between points.

XI : Length dimension from inside bottom to each point for first
operation curve. The first value at point 0, is taken from the
calculations on page A-5. To plot curve use X1 and corresponding TI.

0/ -

Axial wall thickness for each increment.

T', = Ts,IN .,-@ @
Radial wall thickness for each increment.



EXPLANATION OF COLUMN NUMBERS FOR THE FOLLOWING CHARr SOLUTIONS

Column No.

R Radius at small end of each increment. (See page A-8 for
illustration). R - Y4 at point 13 for the increment from point 13
to point 14. R at each successive increment equals S from the
previous increment.

S =R+(S-R4) /?
Radius at large end of each increment. (See page A-8 for illustra-
tion). S for the increment from point 37 to point 38 equals Y at
point 38. This radius (Y) is the large radius of the flat blank
required to Floturn the part to point 38. To allow trim stock at
the large end of the part, a 17" diameter flat blank will be used.
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_ _ _ _ _ ® *®®

point Sta. X* Y4 a X4 d Y4 Z4 SoNs4 Z3

No. No.

o 0 1. 5 2.2315
1 ...... .1950 1.01884 .19139 1 .673881 1 2.7& 2.265
i1 .1895 1.01780 .18619 .65688 ._6572 12 3.75 2,T6Z60

1 .1840 1.01679 .18o96 .65222 .66317
3 13 4.75 2.8000

1 1790 1.01 8 .17620 .67 .6818
4 114 5.75 L 2.9790

S1 - 6.75 3.1520 1 .1730 1.01485 .17047 .6256 .65210S j 5 6 .7 5 3 .1 5 2 o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

16- 7 3-.3200 1 .1680 1,O140l .16568 .680 .694

- 1 .1630 1.01320 .16088 .63332 .64168
1 7. 8,75- 3.4830 _

1 M5 1.0123 .15558 .62804 .635788 18 9.75 3.6h.05 _

1. .1530 1.01164 .15124 .62362 .63088S9 .19 10.75 3.7935

114 . 60 1.01060 .14447 .61652 .6230610 20 11.75 3.9395
1 .1420 1.01003 .14059 .61233 .61847

11 21 12.75 4.o815 _

12 2 137 428 1 .1365 1.00927 -- 52 I6044 .6120612 22 13.75 h.2180 ____________

1 - 1 .1310 1.00854 .12989 .60034 .60547
13 23 114.75 1_4,3490
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Point
No. AX3  A X X 2  Z a X, X,

0 1,385 1•1.1. .847
.64505 .44572 .40080 .29481 .22111

1 2.030 1.512 1,068
.64115 - .43917. .39618 .28848 .21751

2 2.671 1.908 --- 1,286
.63713 •43253 .39144 .28210 .21383 1

3 - 3.308 2.299 _.L99

.63337 .4 • 2643 •38704 .27628 .21045
4 3.942 2.6861.710

628 : ' .1901 .3816 .26924 .20630
5 4•570 3.068 1.916

.62475 .41275 .37701 .26333 .20278
6__ 54___ 195 __41__5 g2.
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13
.07751 1.0295 1.05987 1.09114 4.34900 1.10288 4.47764

.07967 1.0471 1.09642 1.114806 4.47764 1.o9735 4.60416

.08222 1,0718 1.14876 1,2312 4.60416 1.07008 4.7270716
17 .08459 i.0925 1.19356 1.30396 4.72707 1.05312 4.84724
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FABRICATION OF AN BK31A MAGNESIUM ALLOY AIRFRAME SKIN

CONTRACT NUMBER DA-33-OO8-ORD-2084

I
PROCESSING STEPS IN FABRICATION OF FIRST SAMPLE PART

Outline

1. General Sot-up and Operating Procedures

2e First Operation

3. Second Operation

4. Third Operation

5. Fourth Operation

6. Trimming and Inspection

1. General Set-up and Operating Procedures

The special tooling for each operation in turn was mounted in a
suitable length capacity Lodge & Shipley #40 Floturn Machine and
required electrical connections made to supply heating power to the
internal heating rods mounted in each arbor.

Additional heat was provided at the larger end of the arbor and to the
workpiece itself by means of a hand held propane torch.

Temperature measurement was accomplished by a contact electric pyrometer
whenever it was possible to stop rotation of the arbor or workpiece.
During forming operations when the contact pyrometer could not be used,
temperature measurements were made by means of Tempilstiks.

In order to provide lubrication between roller and workpiece and also
between workpiece and arbor at operating temperature Molykote Type Z
was applied to the arbor and workpiece. The powdered Molykote was
mixed with a solvent so that it could be applied by brush. The flat
blank was coated on both surfaces prior to the first operation.
Additional Molykote was applied to the outside of the parts prior to
each subsequent operation and to the inside as necessary.

2. First Operation

Arbor #2130011 and template #2130012 were mounted in a #40 x 24 Floturn
Machine. -A 12 inch diameter roller with 1/2 inch radius was used, set
so as to provide a 50 clearance between the flat blank and the face of
the roller. Template #2130012 had originally been used to finish
machine the arbor, but since this machining had been done at room tem-
perature the change of arbor contour resulting from expansion at operat-
ing temperature required that some adjustment be made in duplicating
procedures.
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Preliminary adjustment was accomplished by using a stylus with a diameter
of iJ inches instead of 1 inch as would be done under normal airoumstanbes,
Additional adjustment was required and will be explained in the step-by-
step procedure below. A spindle speed of 200 RPM and a feed rate of 2
inches per minute were used in the first operation.

For purposes of checking machine settings and part thickness the following
points were selected from contour charts and calculations*

Point No. "x"

S.847

5 1.916

12 3.254

18 4.346

24 5.498

31 6.870

38 8.274

The arbor was brought to an operating temperature of 6000 F. This temper-
ature was maintained between 5800 and 6200 as far as possible. Some in-
crease of temperature was encountered during the running of a part due to
the addition of heat to the workpiece itself.

With the arbor at temperature the roller was brought into position at each
of the seven sel~cted check points and the gap between the roller and
arbor was checked with feeler gages.

The following were gaps before running part #1 and the thicknesses obtained
in part #1.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38
Gap .229 .234 .236 .238 .240 .244 .267
Thickness .245 .245 .242 .238 X X X

Part #1 fractured at a depth of 51 inches and a comparison of the gap
setting and resulting thickness indicated that insufficient allowance had
been made for deflection of machine elements under operating loads.

The template position was adjusted so as to reduce the gap settings, and
part #2 was run. The following were gaps before running part /2 and the
thickness obtained in part #2
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Point No. 0 5. 12 18 24 31 38
Gap .216 .218 .220 .222 .224 .228 .24 9
Thickness .231 .232 .231 .227 .222 X X

Part #2 fractured at a depth of 6J inches and a comparison of the gap setting
and resulting thickness indicated that insufficient material was available
at point #18 and #24* This is particularly apparent at point #24 where the
resulting thickness is less than the gap between the roller and arbor.
Observation of the part during the Floturn operation indicated that better
results could be obtained if the part were over thinned from the small end
to point #12. Since the original thicknesses presented in the first 'alcu-
lations were based on theoretical reductions and are thicker than necessary
it was decided to adjust thicknesses up to point #12 so that the displaced
material would be available at points further along the part.

The template position was adjusted and part #3 run to full length. The
following were gaps and thicknesses produced in part #3.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38
Gap .197 .206 .212 .218 .223 .231 .251
Thickness .218 .223 .228 .229 .224 .235 .261

A comparison of the gap setting and resulting thickness indicated that
suitable results were obtained through point #18 but that more material must
be made available through the balance of the part. This can be accomplished
by introducing a preliminary spinning operation to the outer portion of the
blank so as to reduce the diameter of the blank without encountering the
thinning that results from forming directly to final shape. This spinning
was provided for by clamping an auxiliary plate to the template tangent to
the existing contour at point #18 so that the roller would continue along a
straight path into the flat blank at an angle. The roller will perform its
forming and thinning in a normal manner up to point #18 and will then spin
the remaining portion of the blank.

1The auxiliary plate is then removed and the roller makes a second pass over
the part from point #18 to the large end. Manual adjustments are made to
the template setting at the start of the second pass so as to provide a
smooth blend between the portion produced by the first pass up to point #18
and the portion produced by the second pass beyond point #18, Part #4 was
run as outlined and the following thicknesses obtained.

PointNoe 0 5 12 18 24 31 38
Thickness .217 .221 .225 .225 .232 .240 .263

part #4 appeared to be much better as it was apparent that extra material
was gathered in satisfactorily during the spinning portion of the operation,
however, the part was still thin at points #31 and #38. The cause of this
thinness was the variation between arbor contour and template contour re-
sulting from expansion of the arbor at operating temperature.

I
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As a preliminary adjustment the next four parts were run without change of
setting except that a .005 feeler was inserted between the stylus and tem-
plate at a point one-third of the distance from point #24 to point #31.
This feeler was replaced by a .010 feeler at a point two-thirds of the
distance from point #24 to point #31 and kept between the stylus and the
template for the balance of the length of each part. This adjustment is
illustrated on Page B-5. The following are the results obtained an the
next four parts with corresponding gaps checked as indicated.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38
Thickness -

Part #5 .218 .225 .22k .225 .234 .254 .275
Gap after

running #5 .198 .205 .209 .216 .220 .238 .261
Thickness -

Part #6 .212 .217 .225 .225 .232 .250 .274

" Part #7 .215 .218 .226 .222 .230 .248 .270

" Part #8 .212 .215 .222 .222 .227 .24? .268
Gap after
running #8 .189 .197 .203 .208 .213 .232 .254

The temperature of the arbor prior to running the preceding four parts was
in the range of 5800 to 620° with the small end of the arbor being hottest
and the temperature decreasing slowly toward the large nd. After running
part #8 the temperature of the arbor was approximately 6600 at the small
end and 6300 at the large end. This increase of temperature resulted from
the addition of heat from the external torch used to heat the vorkpieces.
The additional expansion resulting from this increase of temperature re-
duced the gap between the roller and arbor and caused each successive part
to be slightly thinner. This effect of change of arbor temperature points
out the necessity of maintaining consistent gap settings between the roller
and arbor.

The actual temperature oi the arbor is not of great importance as the
working temperature of the workpieoe is established while the portion of
the material being worked is still off of the surface of the arbor. The
purpose of providing internal heating for the arbor is to avoid the chill-
ing effect of a cold arbor.

Before continuing with the balance of the parts a final adjustment was
made to the template contour at points #31 and #38. This adjustment was
made by applying four layers of .0025 thick tape to the template with ends
staggered as illustrated on page B-S.

The balance of the fifteen parts was run and the following results obtained.
Notice that the gap between the roller and arbor was checked after running
part #11 at points #0 and #38 only and reset.
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Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38
Gap before

running #9 .198 .206 .211 .216 .222 .241 .260

Thickness - Part #9 .216 .220 .227 .227 .233 .253 .274

Thickness - Part #10 .218 .222 .227 .225 .234 .253 .274

Thickness - Part #11 .213 .217 .221 .220 .229 .247 .272

Gap after running #11 .193 X1 X X X X .255

Gap reset .197 X X X X X .261

Thickness - Part #12 .213 .215 .221 .224 .231 .252 .275

Thickness - Part #13 .216 .220 .225 .226 .233 .254 .277

Thickness - Part #14 .215 .219 .223 .222 .230 .249 .274

Thickness - Part #15 .213 .217 .217 .218 .225 .246 .210
Gap after running #15

.191. .200 .204 .209 .218 .238 .257

Part #12 had a small split on the inside surface at about point #24 which
appeared to be the result of an inclusion or lamination in the material. No
further work is planned on this part.

Part #15 had a shallow depression rolled in the outer surface between points
#5 and #12 and was excessively thin at point #12. Both of these discrepancies
were the result of the template bar being accidentally bumped during the
running of the part.

The following is a summary of the thickness obtained on all of the parts in
the first operation.
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!
POINT NUMBERS

Part No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38

1 .245 .245 .242 .238 x x x

2 .231 *232 .231 .227 .222 X x

3 .218 .223 .228 .229 .224 .235 .261

4 .217 ,221 .225 .225 .232 .240 .263

5 .218 .225 0229 .225 .234 .254 .275

6 .212 .217 .225 .225 .232 .250 .274

7 0215 .218 .226 .222 .230 .248 .270

8 .212 .215 .222 .222 .227 .247 .268

9 .216 .220 .227 .227 .233 .253 •274

10 .218 .222 .227 .225 .234 o253 .274

U. .213 .217 .221 .220 .229 .247 .272

12 ,213 .215 .221 .224 .231 .252 .275

13 .216 .220 .225 .226 .233 .254 .277

1.4 .215 .219 .223 .222 .230 .249 .274

15 .213 .217 .217 .218 .225 .24.6 .270

In the interest of maintaining the most uniform conditions for subsequent
work, it was decided to re-arrange the order of the parts for the next
operation based upon the thicknesses obtained in the first operation.
This new order was established as follows:

Part #3 #11 #9

#4 #6 #13

#15 #7 #10

#8 #14 #5

The last nine parts in the revised order were trimmed to remove the scrap
flange from the large end and to establish a surface square with centerline
so that a check could be made of the diameter at point #38. The set-up used
to determine this diameter is shown on Page B-8.
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The following is a listing of the measurements obtained and the
indloated inside diameter at point #38.

IPART NUMBER

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14

A 14.813 114.769 14.91 14.955 14.908 14.846 14.8Ol 14.770 14.773

B. 14.707 14.673 14.759 14.767 14.761 14.714 14.692 14.693 14.695

A 14.792 14.750 14.910 14.941 14.916 14.835 14.792 14.761. 14.744
-m B 14.688 14.663 14.754 14.755 14.770 14.706 14.675 114.680 14.658

A A 14.789 14.781 14.906 14.959 14.907 14.836 14.787 14.773 14.773
3.

B 14.692 14.699 14.738 14.770 14.758 14.710 14.671 14.695 14.682

A 14.782 14.751 14.91 14.959 14.875 14.848 14.83U 14.793 14.774
B 14.689 14.683 14.734 14.770 14.726 14.725 14.695 14.7u 14.685

A 14.794 14.763 14.91o 14.954 14.902 14.841 14.798 14.774 14.768
Average

B 14.694 14.680 14.746 14.766 14.754 14.714 14.683 14.695 14.680!
O.D. 14.594 14.599 14.582 14.578 14.606 14.584 14.568 14.616 14.592

Thk.Pt.#38 .275 .274 .270 .268 .274 .274 .272 .277 .274

I.D. 14.0144 14.051 14.042 14.042 14.o58 14.o43 14.024 14.062 14.044

The resulting diameters were somewhat oversize as compared to the
originally calculated diameter at point #38, however, this condition
should not present any problem as the spinning portion of the second
operation will be capable of moving the material in some~iat more
than planned.

I
I

I
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3, Second Operation

Arbor #2130021 and template #2130022 were mounted in a #40 x 24 Floturn
Machine. A 12 inch dianeter roller with 1/2 inch radius was used set so
as to provide an angle of 850 between the face of the roller and center-
line of the machine. A one inch diameter stylus was used, A spindle
speed of 200 RPM and a feed rate of ijinches per minute were used in the
second operation*

For purposes of checking machine settings and part thickness the following
points were selected from contour charts and calculations*

Point No* "X"

0 1.111

5 3.068

12 5.598

18 7.647

24 9.669

31 31.9o5

38 13.965

The arbor was brought to an operating temperature of 6000 F. This tem-
perature was maintained ibetween 5800 and 6200 as far as possible.

With the arbor at temperature the roller was brought into position at. each
of the seven check points and the gap between the roller and arbor was
checked with feeler gages.

In order to provide compensation for the change of arbor contour resulting
from expansion an auxiliary template was made to provide a modified contour
from just beyond point #24 to point #38. This auxiliary template was also
used to perform two spinning operations on the outer portion of the part
similar to that done in the first operation. Location of the auxi Liary
template for the spinning operations and final forming was obtained by
placing etched lines oa the original template and aligning the auxiliary
template by eye.

The following are the gap settings and thicknesses produced on part #3.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38

Gap before running #3 .122 .129 .138 -.1b? .150 .169 .187

Thickness - Part #3 .131 .138 .146 .I49 .171 .196 .223

Gap after running #3 .l13 .120 .133 .142 .1:6 .178 .210
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The reduction of gap from point #0 to point #24 resulted from an "increase
of arbor temperature during the running of the part while the increase of
gap at points #31 and #38 were due to the lack of positive location of
the auxiliary template.

A new auxiliary template was made which could be positively located by.
means of a pivot pin near point #18 and gage blocks against the locating
edge of the template bar. Settings of this new auxiliary template were
determined to provide for two spinning operations and the final forming
pass of the roller.

The following are gap settings and thicknesses produced on part #4.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 24 31 38

Gap before running
#4 .12.7 .128 .129 .126 .130 .164 .194

Thickness Part #4 .lh .138 .137 .135 .1i) .179 .209

Gap after running .124 .123 .124 .122 .122 .157 .188
I

Several small surface fractures appeared on the inside surface in the area
around point #31. The fractures resulted from allowing the outer portion
of the part to touch the arbor during the spinning passes of the roller.

The template bar was moved out .010 to compensate for expansion of the
arbor and the settings of the auxiliary template modified to avoid the
possibility of the part touching the arbor during the spinning passes.

The following are gap settings and thicknesses produced on part #15,

Point No. 0 5 12 18
Thickness,Part #15 .143 .lli .141 .136

Gap After .134 .133 .134 .131

running #15

Part #15 fractured just beyond point #18 due to the lack of material result-
ing from the thin area produced in the first operation.

At this point in the program the problem of determining the best practical
thickness was reviewed and corresponding gap settings were determined. ThisIreview took into consideration the decision to make the parts thinner than
theoretical up to point #12 as discussed in the first operation. As a re-
sult of this review it was decided that the following gaps would provide
satisfactory results.

Point No. 0 5 12 18 2k 31 38

Desired Gap .109 .11 .11k .122 .135 .165 .195

!
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Repeated trials of various template settings and several different stylus
diameters led to the conclusion that the desired settings could not be
obtained with the existing template and that it would be necessary to make
a new template.

In order to establish a suitable set of coordinates for making a new template,
the manner of designating points on the arbor and part was revised. The
original system of using the point numbers and locations from the theoretical
calculations was discarded and a new set of points established. These new
points were taken at one inch inorements from the md of the arbor and vore
numbered 1 through 14.

Desired thicknesses were established at each new point by interpolation from
the original calculation as necessary and allowance made for machine deflec-
tion was determined from results obtained on parts #3,' #, and #15.

The roller was removed from the Floturn machine and replaced by a hardened
pointer as illustrated on Page B-13. The location of the machine carriage
was found by means of gage blocks so-that accurate one inch increments of
length could be established. At each point the proper gap was set with
feeler gages and the corresponding dimension from the template bar to the
stylus was determined. The resulting set of coordinates was used to lay out
a new template.

The following data is the informatiOn used to establish a nw set of temp-
late coordinates.

"XN - Distance from end of arbor.

"TO - Expectsd thickness with allowance for modification in first seven
inches due to change in first operation.

*GO - Desired gap which allows for expected machine deflection.

NY" - Distance fram template locating rail to stylus.
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1.000 .127 .109 5.988

2.000 .127 ,110 6.470

3.000 .127 .111 6.932

4.000 .128. .112 7.367

5.000 .129 .113 7.792

6.ooo .131 .U4 8.18.5

7.000 .135 .U8 8.55

8.000 .142 .124 8.896

9.000 .149 .130 9.214

10.000 .16o .138 9.502

11.000 .172 .350 9.767

12.000 .186 .165 9.984

13o000 .200 .180 10.158

14000 .215 .195 10.246
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So as to provide actual working coordinates for the 1 e . a
template, a value of 2.000 was added to aI and .875 u to ap.

The following ae aotual coordinates und

0.000 5.354

2.000 6.36o

3.00o 6,863

4.=oo 7.345
1 5.000 7.807

6.000 8.212

17.O 8.667

8.000 9.060

9.000) 9*29

1.00 9.771

11.000 10.089

12.000 10.377

13.000 10,642

14.ooo 10.859

15.000 11.033

16.000 11.1201
I

I
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Using the new template a set-up was made to Floturn the part to a
depth of eight inches and then perform two spinning passes on the
remaining portion of the part before Floturning to final configura-
tion. The path to be followed during the spinning passes was
selected visually by comparing the shape and location of a small
auxiliary template with the shape of the Floturn template. Whn
positions had been selected which appeared to be satisfactorys a
record was made by measuring the deviation from the Flotumn template
normal to each point. The following are the deviations recorded ,
and the general shape is shown by the sketch at the top of Page B-17

Point Deviation

No. lot spin 2nd spin

8 1/16--

9 31/32 3/32

10 9/16 17/64

U1 19/32 /4

12 19/32 9/64

13 5/8 3/32

14 23/32 3/32

Following the determination of the spinning paths to be used the
gap between the roller and arbor was checked at each point and then
part awas processed as planned. An examination of part #8 after
completion showed that there were several small cracks on the inside
iurface at point #11, and at point #8 there was a shallow groove
Approximatfly 1/4 inch wide extending completely around the part on
the inside surface. Due to the presence of these conditions and the
fact that the part was too thin from point #9 to the large end it
vms decided to retain this part as a sample and to perform no further
pork on it.
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The following is a listing of the gap before Floturningp the thickness
produced# and the gap after Floturning,

Point Qap Before Thickness Gap After

No. 4unning Part #8 Runnig Part #8

1 .ii .132

2 .110 .128 .103

3 .113 .131

4 115 .132 .111

5 .u18 .133

6 .18 .134 .318

7 .122 .135

8 .127 .138 .123

9 .127 .133

10 .135 .138 .131

1. .148 .154

12 .165 .171 .164

13 .182 .187

14 .194 .202 .195

Due to the part being thin from point #9 on to the large end it appeared

that the spinning passes di.d not gather the material sufficiently. and

some modification was required.

The description of the processing and general observations of results
follow for the balance of the parts. Thickness readings are presented
on Page B-21.
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Part #11 was Floturned up to point #8 with the same gap setting as
existed after Floturning part #8. The roller then was fed parallel to
centerline with the stylus 111 inches from the template locating rail.
This corresponded to a roller position of approximately 6.650 from
centerline. A narrow round groove was found on the inside surface at
point #8 similar to that inside of part #8. The thickness was improved
at points #13 and #14, however, the area from point #8 to point #11

showed no improvement.

Part #6 was Floturned up to point #8; The roller then was fed parallel
to denterline with the stylus 11* inches from the template locating rail
in the same manner as on part #11. A straight edged auxiliary template
was then added so that the roller made a spinning path at 220 to center-
line. The auxiliary template was set 3/A-6 away from the Floturn temp-
late at point #8. Upon completion of this spinning pass the roller
again fed parallel to centerline with the stylus 1 inches from the
template locating rail.

IUpon completion of the Floturn operation it was found that there were
several small cracks on the inside surface at point #13 which apparently
resulted either from the fact that the third spinning pass caused the
part to touch the arbor or to the fact that insufficient heat was applied
to the part. Once again a narrow round groove was found on the inside
surface at point #8. This groove which had appeared in all parts up to
this point in the second operation was attributed to galling resulting
from the flexing action of the part during the spinning passes. All
subsequent parts will be removed from the arbor after completion of the
spinning passes, and the galled area polished smooth before completing
the Floturn operation. The resulting thickness of part #6 showed some
improvement in the area from point #8 to point #11, however, it was still
Softewhat thin. The following is a partial check of the template setting
used -when umning part #6e

Point No. 1 8 14

I Gap before running part #6 .1O .127 .203

Gap after running part #6 .108 .127 .201

In order to provide more thickness in the area from point #8 to point #11
it was decided to modify the spinning passes when running part #7. The
first pass was to be made parallel to centerline wLth the stylus ll* inches
from the locating rail. The second p~ass was to be made at an angle of 170
to centerline with the auxiliary template set 3/6 away from the Floturn
template at point #8. Part #7 was Floturned to point #8 and the first
spinning pass started, however, the part fractured in the area being spun,
and the resulting momentary shocks caused by the fractured area striking
the roller caused a fracture in the Floturned portion between points #5
and #6. The initial fracture in the area being spun resulted from the fact
that insufficient heat was applied to the part.

I
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Part #14 was then run in the manner outlined for part #7. The second
spinning pass was too close to the arbor and allowed the part to touch
the arbor. One small crack was found on the inside surface at point #31
when the part was removed for inspection after the spinning passes.
This crack was polished out as it was not very deep. During the second,
or angular, spinning pass it was observed that the portion of the part
which had been spun down during the first spinning pass tended to flare
out and assume a conical shape forming an extension of the shape formed
by the second spinning pass. In order to overcome this condition it was
decided to reverse the order of the spinning pass on the balnce of the
parts and perform the angular pass first and the pass parallel to center-
line second. The thickness produced in part #14 showed additional ig-
provement, and although it was still thinner than what was expected in
the area from point #8 to point #11, a decision was made to complete the
lot of parts with the major objective being the making of consistent
parts rather than to continue varying conditions on each part. The
following are the gap settings before rinin part #14.

Point No. 2 it 6 8 i0 12 14

Gap .l0o .16 .121 .130 .Xf7 .169 .199

Part #9 was run with the spinning passes modified as suggested above.
The first spinning pass was modified slightly to 190 to centerline so
that the part would not touch the arbor. The part produced was satis-
factory in that the thickness was consistent with the previous part, and
no fractures or cracks were visable. An improvement in thickness was
noted in the area from point #11 to point #14 resulting from the revers-
ing of the order of the spinning passes. The following are the gap
settings before running part #9.

Point No. 2 4 6 8 10 12 1i4

Gap .109 .116 .119 .131 .133 .166 .198

Parts #13, #10, and #5 were then run consecutively in the same manner as
part #9 with spot checks made of the roller gap. The results obtained
were satisfactory except that several small cracks appeared on the inside
surface of part #5 at point #13. No particular cause of this cracking
could be determined.
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The following is a sumary of the thiokness obtained on all full length
parts in the seocnd operation.

Point No. Part Numbers

3 4 8 11 6 14 9 13 10 5

1 .128 .14o .132 4122 .124 .123 .125 .12 .120 .126

2 .131 .139 .128 .119 .121 .119 .122 .121 .118 .123

3 .135 .137 .131 .122 .125 .123 .125 .124 .123 .130

4 .141 .138 .132 .124 .126 .126 .126 .126 .124 .131

5 .143 .138 .133 .127 .130 .130 .129 .131 .128 .133

6 .147 .134 .134 .127 .131 .129 .129 .130 .127 .133

7 .148 .129 .135 .129 .133 .133 .132 .132 .129 .134

8 ,155 .131 .138 .133 .137 .146 .143 .145 .140 .138

9 .15a .128 .133 .130 .135 .1142 *142 .142 .142 .138

10 .181 .142 .138 .139 .145 .150 .153 .149 .147 .146

.11 .183 .152 .154 .154 .158 .164 .167 .164 .162 .161

12 .198 .176 .171 .174 .178 .179 .184 .182. .180 .179

13 .217 .190 .187 .193 .197 .197 .200 .200 .198 .196

14 .223 .207 .202 .208 .211 .210 .214 .214 .214 .212
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In order to obtain the most consistent conditions for subsequent work, it
was decided to re-arrange the order of parts for the next operation based
upon the thicknesses obtained in the second operation. This new order was
established as followat

Part #6 #14
#5 #10
#11 # 9
#3 #13

The parts. were trimmed to remove the. scrap flange from the large end and to
establish a sBurface square ith centerline so that a check could be made of
the diaeter at a point 14, inches from the small end. The set-up used to,
datpm e tkis diameter is similar to that shown on Page B-.

Part Numbers

4 11 6. 14 9' 13 10L 5

A 13.610 13.221 13.281 13.303 13.330, 13.432 13.315 13.1*4 ,2 13.423
B 13.588 13.185 13.248 13.271 13.30 13,383 13.283 13.370! l3.396

A 13.620 13.232 13.246 13.313 13.304 13.424 13.308 13423 13.428
B 13.599 13.195 13.215 13.279 13.280 13376 13.275 13.368 13.402

A 13.633 13.235 13.345 13.250 13.244 13.421 13.312 13.425 13.429
B 13.602 13.196 13.312 13.223 13.217 13.375 13.279 13.370 13.404

4 A 13.617 13.220 13.361 13.232 13.310 13.436 13.320 13.424 13.425
B 13.578 13.179 13.326 13.210 13.284 13.394 13.286 13.367 13.404

A 13.620 13.227 13.308 13.275 13.297 13.428 13.314 13.424 13.426Average B 13.592 13.189 13.275 13.246 13.271 13.382 13.281 13.369 13.402

O.D. 13.564 13.151 13.242 13.217 13.245 13.336 13.248 13.314 13.378

Thk. .223 .207 .208 .211 .211 .214 .214 .214 .212
Pt.#14

I.Do 13.118 12.737 12.826 12.795 12.825 12.908 12.820 12.886 12.954

No particular significance could be placed on the variation of the end
diameter other than it was the result of the wide variation of types of
spinning passes used and the fact that none of the parts were brought down
to arbor diameter. Subsequent work on another lot of material will permit
additional improvement in this condition.
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4e Third Operation

SArbor 2130031 was mounted in a #40 24 Floturn Machine. Before

any work was attempted coordinates were obtained from the arbor
at operating temperature for the purpose of mkg a new template.
A set-up similar to that shown on Page B-13 was used to determine
the coordinates.

The following data is the information used to establish a now
set of template coordinates for the third operation.

OV, - Distance from end of arbor.

*TO - Expected thickness with allowance at the small
end due to changes made in the first and second
operations.

"GO - Desired gap which allows for expected machino
deflection.

"IN - Distance frm texplate locating rail to stylus,
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1.375 .o74 .067 5,943

2.000 .074 .067 6.133

3.000 .o7h .067 6..21

4.000 .07h .067 6..n5

5.000 ,o74 .068 6.984

6.000 .075 .o69 7.250

7.000 .077 .071 7.500

8.000 .079 .073 7.740

9.000 .081 .074 7.970

10.000 .081 .07h. 8.186

1.00o .082 .o75 8.397

12,000 .086 .079 8,600

13.000 .091 .084 8.784

14.000 .096 .088 8.958

15.000 .102 .o94 9.122

16.000 .110 .102 9.266

17 .000 .117 .108 9.396

18.000 .127 .118 9.515

19.000 .14o .131 9.614

20.000 .161 .151 9.704

21.000 .165 .155 9.748

22.000 .170 .160 9.764
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So as to provide actual working coordinates for the laying out of a
template, a value of 2.000 was added to 0IW and 1.875 was added to *To.

The folpuwing are actual coordinates used.

I I

0.000 6.757

2.000 7.386

I 3375 7.818

4.000 8.008

5.000 86296

6.000 8.590

7.000 8.859

8.000 9.125

9.000 9.375

10.000 9.615

I 11.000 9.845

12.000 10.061

13.000 10.272

14.000 10.475

15.000 10.659

16.0o0 10.833

17.000 10.997

18.000 11.141

I 19.000 11.271

20.000 11.390

I 21.000 31.489

22.000 11.579

23.000 11.623

24.000 11.639

!.
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The description of the processing, observation, and remuts obtained on
each part follow while the detailed listing of the gap bettings and
thicknesses are given on Pages B-29 and B-3O.

Part #6 was Floturned without any attempt being made to introduce a
spinning pass at the large end. This approach was taken to determine the
best settings for producing the desired thicknesses up to approximately
point #10. A roller with a 1/2 inch radius was used with a feed rate of
2 inches per minute and a spindle speed of 200 RPM. The thicknesses pro-
duced were fairly good up to point #10, however, beyond this point the
part thickness dropped below the desired figure and at point #18 the part
fractured. The fracture carried back to point #13. During the running
of the part it was observed that the portion of the part which had been
Floturned did not conform to the arbor configuration but tended to bulge
out behind the roller and be larger in dimeter than the arbor. This
condition is common in a Floturn operation and indicates, usually, that
the feed rate is too slow resulting in a ring rolling condition in which
a given section of the part passes under the roller several times and is
increased in circumference.

Part #5 was Floturned in the same manner as Part #6 except that the feed
rate was increased to 3 inches per minute. The major portion of the
surface of part #5 was covered wth a series of small cracks or erases.
This condition was considered to be possibly due to internal ruptures
produced in the second operation. No usable thickness measurements were
obtained from this part.

Part #ll was Floturned at a feed rate of 3 inches per minute and a condi-
tion similar to that in part #5 developed, however, the small cracks were
confined to one side of the part. Since the same condition developed in
part #5 and part #i1 it appeared possibly that the higher feed rate used
on these two parts was too great.

Part #3 was run with the feed rate again at 2 inches per minute, and the
gap setting reduced slightly as another approach at making the part con-
form to the arbor configuration. The thicknesses produced were again
fairly good up to point #10 with the thickness then dropping below the
desired figure, and the part fractured at point #18.

In order to establish some condition which would make it possible to pro-
duce a part to arbor contour with the thickness a secondary consideration,
it was decided to start Floturning a part with a roller gap setting which
was known to be too tight and then adjust the template while the part was
being run. This approach was based upon the fact that suitability of the
gap setting can be judged during the running of a part by observing the
action of the material just ahead of the roller. Before starting the
next part the actual gap settings were checked and then during the running
of the part all adjustments made to the template were measured by means
of indicators located at each end of the template bar. The adjustments
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were recorded, and after completion of the part the template bar was
returned to its original position. Another indicator was placed against
the template and the adjustments repeated so that the actual change of
template position could be determined. The gaps given in the sumary
are the actual gaps existing taking into consideration the adjustments
made to the template.

While the order of parts set-up for this operation did not call for it,
part #14 was selected to be run as outlined above. The part conformed
to the arbor configuration during the operation, and the part fractured
at point #20. The part was thin at the small end but the thickness from
point #5 to point #10 was very close to the desired value. Beyond
point #10 the part was thinner than desired and indicated that pre-
spinning was necessary at the big end.

Part #4 was Floturned to point #10, and then a spinning pass was made
by means of an auxiliary template. The following deviations were re-
corded between the Floturn template and the auxiliary template.

Point No. Deviation Point No. Deviation

10 1/4 15 7/16

II 9/32 16 1/2

12 5/16 17 15/32

13 3/8 18 13/32

14 13/32 19 5/16

The resulting template set-up was very similar to that shown on page
B-17. Part #4 fractured at point #20, and the fracture extended back
to point #18. The thickness produced showed some improvement at the
large end, however, a shallow round groove was present on the inside
at point #10 similar to that found during the second operation.

Part #10 was Floturned with a feed rate of 11 inchep per minute and
then spun by a series of passes of the roller parallel to centerline.
The passes were made with the rollers the following distances from
the template locating rail.

Pass Distance from rail Approximate distance from centerline

1 12.070 6.550

2 31.880 6.360

3 11.700 6.180

4 11.600 6.080

5 11.500 5.980
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The outer portion of the part seemed to reduce in diameter satisfactorily
during the spinning passes, however, during the fifth pass the portion
of the part ahead of the roller flared out in the last two inches result-
ing in crazAng and cracking of the inner surface. After completing the
Floturn operation it was found that the inner surface was also crazed in
the area from point #10 to point #14, and there were two small cracks
through the part at point #6. The crazing was attributed to the flexing
of the part about the last point of contact during the spinning passes,
while the two small cracks seemed to be the result of material flaw or
inclusion.

In order to overcome the problem of crazing on the inner surface it was
planned to run part #9 with the spinning passes performed prior to
Floturning and to use caution to avoid the flaring of the end. Since the
part was supported only at the small end it broke in the area of the step
or off-set at the small end during the spinning passes. No further work
could be done on this part.

Part #13 was Floturned to point #15 and then spun by three passes of the
roller at the following settings.

Pass Distance from rail Approximate distance from centerline

1 U.890 6.370

2 11.790 6*270

3 l.690 6.170

During the first and second pass, as the roller approached the end of
the part and the material ahead of the roller started to flare, the
roller was slowly backed away from the arbor .100 inches to avoid ex-
cessive flare. The third spinning pass was stopped approximately two
inches short of the end of the part. After completion of the spinning
passes the part was Floturned from point #15 to the end. During the
entire time that part #13 was on the arbor it appeared to be the best
part, and the operation seemed to be the most satisfactory of the entire
program except for galling and pitting of the part by the roller from
point #6 to point #8 due to an insufficient coat of Molykote. Upon re-
moving the part from the arbor it was found that there was a series of
craze lines in a diagonal pattern at point #2 and two small cracks on
the inside surface at point #22. The thickness was still less than
desired but showed noticeable improvement over preceding parts.

Since so much difficulty had been encountered in the third operation with
fracturing and cracking of the parts, advice was sought from the material
supplier. A technical representative visited our Facilities and reviewed
our results. We were advised that all of the fractures encountered were
cold fractures. The suggestion was made that this difficulty could be
overcome by working the material at a temperature of 7000 to 750° instead
of 6000 to 6500 as had been done.
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Part Number

6 .1 3

Point Gap before Thk. Gap after Gap Before ThktGap after Gap before Thk*Gap after
No. Part 06 Part #6 Part #1 Part #11 Part #3 Part #3

1375 .072 .056 .076 .053 .073

2.000 .060 .068 .056 .055 .070 .o49 .052 .068 .048

3.000 .070 .055 .070 .s48 .o69

1.ooo .071 .o56 .075 .049 .069

5.000 .075 .060 .078 .05 .073

6.000 .0614 .074 .059 .060 .077 .054 .055 .On .051

7.000 .075 .062 .078 .055 .073

8.000 .o75 .064 .078 .057 .074

9.000 .079 .067 .o8 .o61 .076

10.000 .068 .077 .064 .066 .o79 .061 .060 .075 .05

U.ooo .078 .066 .080 .063 .075

12.000 .083 .069 .080 .067 .078

13.000 .087 .073 .081 .073 .082

14.000 .082 .090 .080 .079 .085 .078 .075 .087 .07M

15.000 .093 .087 .01 .085 .093

16.000 .097 .092 .094 .091 1098

17,000 .101 .097 .102

18.000 .112 .4 .o .1O .106 .US5 .102

19.000 .121 .127

20000 .141

a1.000 .146

22.000 .153.151 .146
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Part Nuber

1.4 4. 10 13

Point Gap before Thk. Gap before Thk. ap after Gap before Thk. Gap before Thk.
No. Part #l4 Part A Part fit 'Pa 10 Part #13

1.375 -o44 ,o6o .071 .065 .063

2.000 ,048 .055 .055 .069 .045 .08 .o62 .050 ,o6

3.000 ,oh. .064 .069 .061 062

.000 .052 .067 .070 062 .064

5.000 .058 .976 .073 .065 .o69

6.000 .059 .076 .060 .073 .048 .o52 .065 .05 .069

7.000 .061 .oP77 .073 .066 .071

8.000 .062 .077 .o74 .067 .072

9.000 .064 .p80 .077 .068 .073

10.000 .064 .P80 .066 .074 .o53 .057 .067 .062 .o74

U..ooo .o6 .o8o .075 .068 .o74

12.000 .063 .o77 .077 .070 .077

13.000 .064 "P77 .081 .074 .082

14.ooo .067 .080 .079 .086 .069 .070 .08o .076 .088

15.ooo .070 .084 .092 .085 .o94

16.000 .073 .085 .098 .089 .101

17.000 .076 .084 .103 .o94 .212

18.000 .083 .094 .111 .316 .101 .100 .108 .108 .121

19O000. .101 .126 .118 .129

20.000 .120 .143 .136 .139

21.000 .140 .153

22.000 .153 .14 .142 .152 .152 .163
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, Fourth Operation.

No significant results were obtained from the limited work done on the
fourth operation.

Part #6 and part #j14 were trimed to a leulth of 13 inches, and part #3
and part 4 were trimmed to a length of 17 inches after the third
operation to obtain usable material for the fourth operation. An a
result of the difficulties encountered with tool distortion in the
fourth operation, as explained in the Tenth Monthly Progress Reports
no usable data was obtainedp however# it was observed that the increased
operating temperature, suggested at the end of the third operation, made
the material much less susceptible to fracturing and capable of id.th-
stand .ng quite severe forming.

This completes Appendix B as work on a now lot of material will be
reported in a separa"e seetion.
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FABRICATION OF AN HK31A MAGNESIUM ALLOY AIRFRAME SKIN

CONTRACT NUMBER:- DA-33-008-ORD-2084

PROCESSING STEPS IN FABRICATION OF THIRD LOT OF MATERIAL

Outline:

1. Review of Previous Results and Determination of New Thicknesses.

2. General Set-up and Operating Procedures.

3. First Operation.

4. Second Operation.

5. Third Operation.

6. Fourth Operation.

Section 1. Review of Previous Results and Determination of New Thicknesses.

The results obtained and reported in Appendix B were reviewed in order to
determine the best set-up procedure to be followed in the fabricating steps on
additional material. In trying to compare results of different operations, it
became apparent that the manner in which control points had been selected for the
various operations made it very difficult to reach any definite conclusions so
that a direct comparison could be made.

A new set of control points was selected so that the points would correspond

in all operations.

The new control points were selected as follows:

Point 1st Operation 2nd Operation 3rd Operation 4th Operation
No. Xl X2  X3 X4

1 i.068 1.512 2.030 2.750

5 1.916 3.068 4.570 6.750

9 2.705 4.547 7.o4 10.750

13 3.428 5.937 9.439 14.750

17 4.159 7.306 11.747 18.750

21 4.917 8.665 13.953 22.750

25 5.693 9.999 16.035 26.750

29 6.477 11.286 17.965 30.750

33 7.261 12.498 19.694 34.750

37 8.065 13.669 21.293 38.750
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In order to correlate the thicknesses obtained to the new control points, the
thicknesses as reported in Appendix B for the various operations were averaged and
interpolated to obtain a fairly good basis for comparison of the results to the de-
sired thickness at the ten newly selected control points. Parts #6 through #14
were used as the basis for determining typical thicknesses for the first operation.
Results from the second operation on parts 14, 9, 13, 10 and 5 were averaged. and
the third operation results for parts 6, 11, 3, 14, 10 and 13 were averaged to ob-
tain typical results.

The following comparison was obtained.

Point First Operation Second Operation Third Operation
No. Desired Actual Desired Actual Desired Actual

1 225 216 .149 .122 098 069

5 .218 .218 .140 .125 .090 .073

9 .212 .222 .132 .128 .082 .075

13 .206 .224 .125 .130 .076 .077

17 .214 .224 .135 .135 .085 .078

21 .223 .228 .146 .141 .096 .085

25 .233 .236 .160 .149 .110 .098

29 .245 .245 .176 .167 .127 .104

33 .264 .257 .202 .190 .156 .135

37 .268 .270 .211 .209 .167 .149

The average thickness values obtained are not meant to represent anything in
the way of an accurate index of results, but they are of considerable value in de-
termining corrective action to be taken in future set-ups. A study of the results
compared to the desired thicknesses reveals that the first operation produced thick
nesses very close to the desired thicknesses, while the second and third operations
produced thicknesses less than desired with the ratio of desired thickness to actual
thickness being greater in the third operation than in the second operation. Al-
though no results were obtained from the fourth operation it can be assumed that in
practice the ratio for the fourth operation would be even greater

A review of the calculations made to determine the part configuration and
thickness in each operation reveals both the possible source of the difficulty and
corrective action to be taken. Although in the original calculations, in Appendix A,
a blank thickness of .340 was used instead of .375 to provide an allowance of 9.3%
for overthinning, the manner in which this allowance was applied was in error in that
the total allowance was taken up in the first operation with no further allowance in
the subsequent operations.

Since the thicknesses obtained in the first operation were very close to those
desired, it appears that satisfactory results could be obtained if the same basic
allowance was made for each operation. Such an allowance can be made when using a
blank thickness of .500. A working ratio for determining new thicknesses for the
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first three operations was determined as follows:

= 340/.5oo

R4 = .680

R = .908

Using this ratio to establish a new set of thicknesses for the first three
operations provides an allowance of 9.2% for overthinning at each operation. The
effect of the application of this ratio can be illustrated by applying it to the
blank thickness. For the first operation the effective blank thickness is
.500 x .908 = .454. Continuing to apply the ratio the following effective thick-
nesses are obtained:

Effective thickness second operation a .454 x .908 - .412
Effective thickness third operation = .412 x .908 - .374
Effective thickness fourth operation - .374 x .908 - .340

While it might seem that all the calculations of Appendix A would have to be
revised to incorporate the additional thinning allowance, the new thicknesses to
be obtained in the first three operations can be determined very easily by apply-
ing the new ratio in the following manner:

New thickness in first operation = Tl/.9083

New thickness in second operation- T2/.908
2

New thickness in third operation - T3/.908

By applying the new ratio to the thickness at the newly selected control
poias, the effect of using a thicker blank can readily be seen.

First uperation Second Operation Third Oeration
Point Mtginal.. New Original New Original New
No. Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness Thickness

1 .225 .301 .149 .181 .098 .108

5 218 .292 .140 .170 .090 .099

9 .212 .283 .132 .160 .082 .090

13 .206 .275 .125 .152 .076 .084

17 .214 .286 .135 .164 .085 .093

21 .223 .298 .146 .177 .096 .106

25 .233 .311 .16o .194 .110 .121

29 .245 .327 .176 .213 .127 .140

33 .264 .35o .202 .245 .156 .172

37 .268 .358 .211 .256 .167 .184
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Section 2. General Set-up and Operating Procedures.

The same set-up and operating procedures were used as outlined in Appendix B.

Section 3. First Operation

The set-up was made a duplicate of that used on the previous lot of material.
A Bed angle of 140 was used with the roller set to provide a 50 clearance between
the flat blank and the face of the roller. The roller had a 12-inch diameter
with a 1/2 inch nose radius, and a 1-inch diameter stylus was used in the Tracer
head. A spindle speed of 200 RPM and a feed rate of 2 inches per minute were used.

Parts No. 1, 2 and 3 were run utiliking the same basic method except that the
roller gap settings were slightly less than desired on Part #1. The roller follow-
ed the finish configuration up to Point #17 where a plate was clamped to the tem-
plate to permit the roller to continue out tangent to the contour. Upon completion
of this spinning pass the plate was positioned parallel to center line at Point #37
on the template and the roller fed into the workpiece for a second spinning passe
These spinning passes are outlined on Figure 1-C.

SECOND SPINNIN6

4 PASS-PART-S I. HRU 17

SECOND SPINNING
pA5S-PART5 8 rHR(/ ZO

FIRsT 5PINNIN& PASS

ALL PART'S

FIRST OPERArIoN PROCESs/MG

FIGURE IC
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Following completion of the second spinning pass, the plate was removed 
from

the template and the balance of the contour was Floturned from Point #17 to the

end.

The same procedure was followed on Parts Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7, except that

some adjustment was made in the roller gap settings. Starting with Part #8,

the second spinning pass was modified by setting the plate on the template

3/16 farther away from the center line and a final adjustment was made in the

roller gap settings.

A detailed list of gap settings and resulting thicknesses obtained for all

parts are given on the following pages. The thickness was checked at four points

equally spaced around the part at each of the ten control points. Figure #2-C

shows how these four points were located relative to the serial numbers stamped
on the flat portion of the nose.

Following completion of all fabrication in the first operation, the large end

of the parts was trinmed and the end diameters determined by the method outlined

on Pages B-8 and B-9 of Appendix B.

! IqUSEA

LOCArIO OF THIcKNESS GAGIAG Po/IM7s

F,&uRE 2-C
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #1

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .281 .276 .301 .302 .304 .303 .300 .302 +.001
5 .271 .269 .292 .289 .291 .290 .288 .289 -.003
9 .265 .257 .283 .276 .277 .277 .274 .276 -.007

13 .258 .255 .275 .273 .274 .272 .271 .272 -.003
17 .270 .267 .286 .275 .277 .274 .274 .275 -.011
21 .282 .280 .298 .295 .297 .298 .295 .296 -.002
25 .296 .287 .311 .302 .303 .,304 .303 .303 -.008
29 .312 .298 .327 .321 .322 .323 .322 .322 -.005
33 .336 .334 .350 .349 .351 .352 .351 .351 +.001
37 .344 .346 .358 .362 .363 .364 .363 .363 +.005

PART #2

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .281 .280 .301 .291 .293 .292 .289 .291 -.010
5 .271 .272 .292 .280 .282 .281 .279 .280 -.012
9 .265 .265 .283 .270 .272 .271 .268 .270 -.013

13 .258 .259 .275 .266 .268 .267 .264 .266 -.009
17 .270 .270 .286 .287 .289 .289 .286 .288 .002
21 .282 .283 .298 .288' .290 .291 .289 .289 -.009
25 .296 .298 .311 .302 .303 .304 .304 .303 -.008
29 .312 .312 .327 .322 .323 .324 .323 .323 -.004
33 .336 .337 .350 .344 .346 .348 .346 .346 -. 004
37 .344 .347 .358 .358 .359 .361 .360 .359 1 .001

PART #3

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .281 .283 .301 .292 .295 .292 .290 .292 -.009
5 .271 .273 .292 .281 .283 .282 .280 .281 -.010
9 .265 .265 .283 .273 .273 .271 .270 .272 -.011

13 .258 .259 .275 .267 .268 .265 .265 .266 -.009
17 .270 .269 .286 .280 .282 .283 .278 .281 -.005
21 .282 .283 .298 .284 .285 .286 .284 .285 -.013
25 .296 .298 .311 .304 .305 .306 .306 .305 -. 006
29 .312 .313 .327 .319 .322 .322 .323 .321 -.006
33 .336 .337 .350 .346 .346 .348 .346 .346 -.004
37 .344 .345 .358 .363 .362 .364 .363 .363 ,-.005
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FIRST OPERATIONI
PART #4

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3

1 .292 .293 .301 .306 .304 -a07 .309 .306 +.005
5 .281 .283 .292 .291 .289 .291 .293 .291 -.001
9 .274 .273 .283 .281 .280 .281 .282 .281 -.002

13 .266 .265 .275 .273 .270 .272 .272 .272 -.003
17 .277 .275 .286 .281 .281 .282 .283 .282 -.004
21 .287 .286 .298 .293 .292 .293 .293 .293 -.005
25 .300 .301 .311 .305 .305 .304 .304 .304 -.007
29 .315 .312 .327 .321 .320 .320 .319 .320 -.007
33 ..338 .338 .350 .344 .343 .343 .342 .343 -.007
37 .344 .349 .358 .356 .360 .360 .361 .359 +.001

PART #5

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED- ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .292 .293 .301 .303 .306 .309 .306 .306 +.005
5 .282 .284 .292 .293 .294 .296 .293 .294 +.002
9 .276 .275 .283 .278 .280 .282 .281 .280 -.003

13 .269 .268 .275 .272 .274 .277 .273 .274 -.001
17 .281 .279 .286 .285 .287 .286 .285 .286 .000
21 .292 .291 .298 .294 .295 .294 .292 .294 -.004
25 .306 .307 .311 .313 .315 .313 .312 .313 +.002
29 .322 .320 .327 .333 .331 .329 .328 .330 +.003
33 .346 .345 .350 .354 .354 .353 .352, .353 +.003
37 .353 • 354 .358 .370 .369 .367 .367 .368 +.010

PART #6

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .292 .290 .301 .300 .302 .302 .300 .301 .000
5 .282 .283 .292 .289 .290 .290 .288 .289 -.003
'9 .276 .273 .283 .277 .278 .278 .276 .277 -.006

13 .269 .267 .275 .272 .273 .273 .272 .272 -.003
17 .281 .277 .286 .282 .283 .284 .284 .283 -.003
21 .292 .293 .298 .298 .297 .295 .298 .297 -.001
25 .306 .308 .311 .311 .315 .315 .315 .314 +.003
29 .322 .319 .327 .335 .333 .332 .331 .333 +.006
33 .346 .346 .350 .359 .358 .356 .357 .357 +.007
37 •353 .355 .358 .378 .376 .374 .376 .376 +.018
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #7

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .294 .294 .301 .304 .302 .299 .301 .361 .003
5 .284 .285 .292 .291 .289 .287 .288 .289 -. 003
9 .275 .275 .283 .280 .278 .276 .277 .278 -.005

13 .268 .267 .275 .271 .269 .268 .269 .269 -.006
17 .279 .278 .286 .282 .282 .278 .278 .280 -.006
21 .292 .290 .298 .292 .292 .291 .289 .291 -.007
25 .305 .305 .311 .311 .309 .308 .310 .309 -.002
29 .319 .318 .327 .329 .328 .325 .328 .327 .000
33 .341 .343 .350 .354 .353 .351 .351 .352 +.002

37 .349 .352 .358 .369 .368 .364 .368 .367 +.009

PART #8

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DITION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .299 .301 .308 .306 .304 .305 .306 +.005
5 .289 .290 .292 .296 .294 .292 .293 .294 +.002
9 .280 .280 .283 .286 .283 .281 .283 .283 .000
13 .273 .273 .275 .276 .275 .273 .274 .274 -.001

-17 .284 .282 .286 .285 .284 .282 .284 .284 -.002
21 .297 .295 .298 .304 .302 .300 .302 .302 +.004
25 .310 .311 .311 .314 .312 .312 .313 .313 +.002
29 .324 .324 .327 .331 .328 .326 .329 .328 +.001
33 .346 .349 .35o .355 .354 .351 .353 .353 .003
37 .354 .358 .358 .369 .368 .366 .367 .367 +.009

PART #9

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 2 3 4

1 .299 .299 .301 .306 .303 .301 .304 .303 +.002
5 .289 .287 .292 .293 .291 .289 .292 .291 -.001
9 .280 .278 .283 .281 .280 .278 .280 .280 -.003

13 .273 .271 .275 .273 .272 .270 .272 .272 -. 003
17 .284 .283 .286 .28o .279 .279 .281 .280 -.006
21 .297 .295 .298 .296 .296 .294 .295 .295 -.003
25 .310 .309 .311 .312 .310 .309 .311 .310 -.001
29 .324 .323 .327 .328 .325 .324 .325 .325 -.002
-33 .346 .349 .350 .353 .352 .350 .351 .351 +.O01
37 .354 .358 .358 .366 .364 .362 .364 .364 +.oo6
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #10

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 14

1 .299 .299 .301 .311 .308 .306 .309 .308 +.007
5 .289 .89 .292 .297 .294 .293 .296 .295 +.003
9 .280 .279 .283 .285 .283 .281 .284 .283 .000

13 .273 .272 .275 .277 .276 .274 .276 .276 "+.001
17 .284 .281 .286 .285 .284 .283 .284 .484 -.002
21 .297 .292 .298 .300 .298 .296 .298 .298 .000
25 .310 .306 .311 .315 .313 .311 .312 .313 +.002
29 .324 .322 .327 .329 .329 .326 .328 .328 +.001
33 .346 .346 .350 .354 .354 .352 .354 .353 +.003
37 .354 .356 .358 .368 .367 .365 .369 .367 +.009

PART #11

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .300 .301 .306 .307 .308 .306 .307 +.006
5 .289 .290 .292 .295 .296 .297 .295 .296 +.OO
9 .280 .280 .283 .283 .284 .286 .284 .284 +.001

13 .273 .274 .275 .275 .276 .277 .275 .276 +.001
17 .284 .284 .286 .285 .285 .287 .285 .285 -.001
21 .297 .296 .298 .290 .291 .292 .290 .291 -.007
25 .310 .311 .311 .312 .312 .314 .313 .313 +.002
29 .324 .324 .327 .330 .332 .333 .332 .332 +.005
33 .346 .349 .350 .355 .356 .357 .355 .356 +.006
37 .354 .357 .358 .370 .371 .370 .370 .370 +.012

PART #12

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .299 .301 .310 .312 .312 .309 .311 +.010
5 .289 .288 .292 .295 .297 .298 .295 .296 +.004
9 .280 .279 .283 .283 .284 .286 .283 .284 +.001

13 .273 .270 .275 .277 .279 .279 .277 .278 +.003
17 .284 .281 .286 .285 .287 .288 .285 .286 .000
21 .297 .294 .298 .294 .295 .296 .295 .295 -.003
25 .310 .308 .311 .312 .314 .314 .312 .313 +.002
29 .324 .321 .327 .329 .331 .332 .329 .330 ,+.003
33 .346 .346 .350 .354 .356 .355 .354 .355 +.005
37 .354 .356 .358 .366 .369 .368 .369 .368 +.010
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #13

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 2 3 4

1 .299 .301 .301 .314 .315 .315 .313 .314 +.013
5 .289 .291 .292 .301 .302 .303 .301 .302 +.O10
9 .280 .282 .283 .289 .291 .291 .289 .290 +-007

13 .273 .274 .275 .280 .282 .282 .280 .281 +°006
17 .284 .284 .286 .288 .289 .291 .289 .289 +.003
21 .297 .295 .298 .300 .301 .300 .299 .300 +.002
25 .310 .32a .311 .315 .317 .317 .315 .316 +-005
29 .324 .323 .327 .330 .332 .333 .331 .331 +.004
33 .346 .349 .350 .363 .365 .365 .363 .364 +.014
37 .354 .358 .358 .379 .381 .381 .378 .380 +.022

PART #14

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .302 .301 .310 .311 .3 1 1 .31 .31 +.010
5 .289 .291 .292 .298 .299 .300 .298 .299 +.007
9 .280 .281 .283 .285 .287 .288 .287 .287 +.004

13 .273 .274 .275 .275 .278 .279 .278 .277 +.002
17 .284 .282 .286 .286 .288 .289 .287 .287 +.001
21 .297 .296 .298 .302 .303 .305 .303 .303 +.005
25 .310 .309 .311 .314 .316 .316 .314 .315 +.004
29 .324 .323 .327 .331 .333 .333 .331 .332 +.005
33 .346 .348 .35o .356 .358 .358 .355 .357 +.007
37 .354 .357 .358 .373 .373 .372 .372 .372 +.014

PART #15

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .299 .301 .310 .312 .312 .310 .311 +.010
5 .289 .288 .292 .298 .298 .299 .297 .298 +.006

9 .280 .279 .283 .286 .287 .289 .286 .287 +.004
13 .273 .272 .275 .277 .279 .280 .277 .278 +.003
17 .284 .282 .286 .287 .288 .288 .287 .287 +.001
21 .297 .293 .298 .298 .300 .301 .300 .300 +.002

25 .310 .309 .311 .314 .316 .317 .315 .315 +.004
29 .324 .321 .327 .328 .329 .331 .331 .330 +.003
33 .346 .348 .350 .356 .358 .358 .357 .357 +.007
37 .354 .356 .358 .371 .374 .375 .372 .373 +.015
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #16

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .301 .301 .313 .314 .3-f4 .312 .313 +.012
5 .289 .290 .292 .299 .301 .301 .300 .300 +.008

9 .280 .281 .283 .288 .289 .290 .289 .289 +.006
13 .273 .273 .275 .281 .281 .282 .281 .281 +.006
17 .284 .284 .286 .289 .291 .291 .290 .290 +.004
21 .297 .296 .298 .310 .311 .310 .311 .310 +.012
25 .310 .311 .311 .314 .316 .316 .315 -315 +.O04
29 .324 .323 .327 .330 .331 .333 .332 .331 +.004

33 .346 .350 .350 .356 .359 .360 .358 .358 +.008
37 .354 .359 .358 .376 .375 .376 .374 .375 1 +.017

PART #17

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .301 .301 .310 .311 .312 .311 .311 +.010

5 .289 .291 .292 .296 .298 .299 .297 .297 +.005
9 .280 .283 .283 .285 .287 .288 .286 .286 +.003

13 .273 .274 .275 .279 .279 .280 .279 .279 +.004
17 .284 .285 .286 .288 .289 .291 .290 .289 +.003
21 .297 .297 .298 .299 .299 .300 .299 .299 +.001

25 .310 .312 .311 .316 .318 .317 .314 .316 +.005
29 .324 .323 .327 .333 .333 .332 .331 .332 +.005

33 .346 .35o •35o .355 .357 .357 .355 .356 +.006
37 .354 .359 .358 .371 e371 .370 .370 .370 +.012

PART #18

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .297 .301 .307 .308 .309 .307 .308 +.007
5 .289 .287 .292 .294 .295 .296 .295 .295 +.003

9 .280 .278 .283 .283 .284 .285 .283 .284 +.001
13 .273 .271 .275 .274 .275 .277 .274 .275 .000

17 .284 .280 .286 .283 .284 .284 .283 .283 -.003

21 .297 .294 .298 .298 .297 .296 .297 .297 -.001

25 .310 .309 .311 .312 .313 .312 .312 .312 +.001

29 .324 .322 .527 .329 .332 ;330 .329 .330 +.003

33 .346 .348 .350 .354 .354 .353 .352 .353 +.003
37 .354 .362 .356 .369 .368 .368 .366 .368 +.012
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FIRST OPERATION

PART #19

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .300 .301 .310 .312 .312 .310 .311 +.010
5 .289 .289 .292 .297 .298 .299 .297 .298 +.006
9 .280 .279 .283 .284 .285 .286 .284 .285 +.002

13 .273 .272 .275 .277 .278 .278 .277 .277 +.002
17 .284 .282 .286 .286 .286 .286 .286 .286 .000
21 .297 .293 .298 .292 .293 .294 .293 .293 -.005
25 .310 .308 .311 .308 .311 .308 .307 .308 -. 003
29 .324 .321 .327 .328 .329 .327 .326 .327 .000
33 .346 .345 .350 .352 .353 .351 .351 .352 +.002
37 .354 .356 .358 .367 .367 .368 .364 .366 +.008

PART #20

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .299 .300 .301 .310 .313 .313 .311 .312 +.01
5 .289 .289 .292 .297 .299 .299 .298 .298 +.006
9 .280 .279 .283 .285 .286 .287 .284 .285 +.002
13 .273 .271 .275 .276 .277 .278 .276 .277 +.002
17 .284 .282 .286 .283 .285 .284 .283 .284 -.002
21 .297 .294 .298 .297 .300 .300 .297 .298 .000
25 .310 .308 .311 .312 .314 .313 .311 .312 +.001
29 .324 .322 .327 .329 .330 .327 .326 .328 +.001
33 .346 .348 .350 .352 .353 .352 .351 .352 +.002
37 .354 .357 .358 .369 .372 .370 .370 .370 +.012
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DIAMETERS AT POINT #37

FIRST OPERATION

See Appendix B page B-8 for
method of determining diameter.

PART NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5

A 15.041 14.968 14.965 14.928 14.971
1.

B 14.832 14.774 14.781 14.770 14.792

A 15.042 14.978 14.966 14.931 14.970
2.

B 14.832 14.785 14.782 14.768 14.789

A 15•034 14.974 14.968 14.926 14.971
3.

B 14.820 14.785 14.787 14.765 14.794

A 15.044 14.970 14.966 14.929 14.969
4.

B 14.833 14.787 14.786 14.769 14.795

A 15.040 14.973 14.966 14.928 14.970
Average

B 14.829 14.783 14.784 14.768 14.792

O.D. 14.618 14.593 14.602 14.608 14.614

Thickness Pt.37 .363 .359 .363 .359 .368

Radial Thickness .369 .365 -369 .365 .374

I.D. 13.880 13.863 13.864 13.878 13.866
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-PART NUMBER,

6 7 8 9 10

A 14.956 14.988 15.039 15.027 15.028

1. B 14.796 14.801 14.841 14.827 14.837

A 14.957 14.992 l5.037 15.027 15.032
2. B 14.797 14.803 14.840 14.827 14.837

A 14.959 14.993 15.038 15.026 15.032
3.

B 14.797 14.804 14.837 14.826 14.837

A 14.955 14.990 15.038 15.027 15.02.8
14.

B 14.793 14.801 14.834 14.826 14.832

A 14.957 14.990 15.038 15.027 15.030

Average B 14.796 14.802 14.838 14.827 14.836

O.D. 14.635 14.614 14.638 14.627 14.642

Thickness Pt.37 .376 .367 .367 .364 .367

Radial Thickness .362 .373 .373 .370 .373

I.D. 13.871 13.868 13.892 13.887 13.896
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I
kAICT NUMBER -

12 13 14 15

A 15.043 15.039 15.045 15.03h 15.130

B 14.845 14.838 14.849 14.845 14.896

A 15.Oh 15.042 15.042 15.037 15.118
2.

B 14.847 14.842 14.848 14.845 14.885

A 15.045 15.043 15.o47 15.O31 15.121
3.

B 14.850 14.o841 14.853 14.843 14.881

A 15.046 15.039 15o048 15.037 15.123
4.

B 14.850 14.836 14.853 14.846 14.882

A 15.O04 15-041 15.045 15.035 15.123
Average

B 14.848 14.839 14.851 14.845 14.886

O.D. 14.652 14.637 14.657 14.655 14.649

Thickness Ft.37 .370 .368 .380 .372 .373

Radial Thickness .376 .374 .386 .378 .379

I.D. 13.900 13.889 13.885 13.899 13.891
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PART NUMBER

16 17 18 19 20

A 14.980 15.044 15.039 15.041 15.029

1. B 14.832 14.850 14.837 14.843 14.832

A 14.976 15.045 15.O46 15.041 15.024

2. B 14.828 14.851 14.842 14.843 14.831

A 14.978 15.049 15.O47 15.041 15.025

3. B 14.830 14.850 14.842 14.842 14.831

A 14.979 15.0o2 15.045 15.042 15.029
h. B 14.827 14-850 14.839 14.842 14.831

A 14.978 15.048 15.044 15.04 15.027

Average B 14.829 14-850 14.840 15.843 14.831

O.D. 14.680 14.652 14.636 14.645 14.635

Thickness Pt.37 .374 .370 .368 .367 .370

Radial Thickness .380 .376 .374 .373 .376

I.D. 13.920 13.900 13.888 13.899 13.883
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Section 4. Second Operation

The second operation arbor was mounted in a No. 40 x 24 Floturn Machine. The
bed was set parallel to center line and the new template made as described in
Appendix B was used. A 12-inch diameter roller with a 1/8 inch nose radius and
450 lead angle was used. The roller swivel block was set 60 counter-clockwise,
resulting in an effective angle of 510 from center line to face of roller. A
spindle speed of 200 RPM and a feed rate of 2 inches per minute were used.

In order to avoid any problems in maintaining correct machine settings at
the end of the part for the offset section and throughout the entire length of
the part, it was decided to form the offset section in a preliminary operation.
It was felt that it would not be desirable to form the offset section on all of
the parts without completing work on some of them to make sure that the prelimi-
nary operation was done satisfactorily. The first five parts were put through
the preliminary operation, and then attempts were made to form the rest of the
configuration on these five parts.

After setting the noses on the first five parts, initial gap settings were
established for Part #1. The gaps selected for Part #1 were too mall so that
the part broke at approximately Point #9 and was thin up to that point.

Before starting on Part #2, the gap settings were modified and a preliminary
method of spinning the outer portion of the part established. The thicknesses
obtained were checked immediately upon completion of the first eight parts and
adjustments made in the gap settings to obtain the best results. Pts. #9 through #20
were run with consistent gap settings as indicated on the following sheets.

The method of spinning the outer portion of the part was modified several
times as outlined on Figures 3-C through 8-C, with the final method utilized on
Parts #11 through #20.

All parts were processed by Floturning to the first point number indicated,
spinning the outer portion of the part, and then Floturning the balance of the
part. The various methods of spinning the outer portion of the part were tried
in order to establish the best method that would gather sufficient material to
maintain thickness and to reduce the diameter of the large portion of the part
to the required diameter. If the spinning passes were made too far from center
line, the parts were not reduced in diameter sufficiently while if the spinning
passes were made too close to center line, the material would be thinned excessively
and tended to develop surface fractures as it was pulled in too rapidly by the
roller.

The final processing seemed to give the best combination of properties. The
diameter was not reduced as much as was desired. However, attempts to make the
part smaller resulted in creation of surface fractures.

The following is a summary of the processing and results on the parts in
the second operation.

Part #26 Processed as indicated in Figure 3-C. An error was made in
making settings for final Floturnig of the large end of the part so
that the resulting thickness was excessive.

Part #3: Processed the same as Part #2 with correct settings for Flo-
turning. Part excessively large at big end and pitted on the outside due
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to material building up ahead of roller when Floturning large end.

Part #4: Processed as indicated in Figure 4-C. Spinning passes too
heavy resulting in many surface fractures and splitting just short of
the trim line. Large diameter could not be determined.

Part #5: Processed as indicated in Figure 5-C. Part seemed to be
fairly good except for being thin from Point 21 to Point 28.

Part #6-, Processed the same as Part #5. Part smaller in diameter than
Part #5 and thinner. Indications were observed that first spinning pass
was too light and, as a result, the second spinning pass too heavy. Some
flaking and pitting on outer surface.

Part #7 Processed as indicated in Figure 6-C. Part pitted.

Part #8: Processed the same as Part #7 except for modification of gap
settings. Build-up ahead of roller when Floturningfrom Point #29 to
end. Pitted surface from Point #29 to end.

Part #9: Processed the same as Part #8 with additional modification of
gap settings. Results not consistent as the internal heating rods in the
arbor were inadvertently shut off at the start of processing, resulting
in the arbor cooling off during running, thereby causing an increase in gap
settings and excessive thickness.

Part #10: Processed as indicated in Figure 7-C. Part split at approxi-
mately Point #35 during final Floturning.

Part #11 through Part #20- Processed as indicated in Figure 8-C with
generally consistent results.

The variation in end diameter is attributed to variations in the temperature
of the arbor from one part to another and the resultant variation in effective
size due to varying amounts of expansion.
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #1

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .163 .164 .181 .175 .174 .173 .173 .174 -.007
5 .153 .157 .170 .166 .165 .164 .165 .165 -.005
9 .lhh .146 .160 .151 .150 .150 -.010

13 .137 .138 .152
17 .150 .151 .164
21 .163 .165 .177
25 .181 .181 .194
29 .200 .200 .213
33 .233 .233 .245
37 .244 .243 .256

PART #2

ROLLER THICKNESS

POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .171 .170 .181 .180 .2.80 .183 .177 .180 -.001
5 .161 .164 .170 .173 .174 .172 .171 .172 +.002
9 .152 .153 .16o .161 .161 .161 .160 .161 +.OO1

13 .145 .147 .152 .151 .151 .150 .150 .150 -.002
17 .158 .161 .164 .164 .164 .166 di65- .165 +.001
21 .171 .175 .177 .202 .201 .200 .199 .200 +.023
25 .189 .192 .194 .213 .212 .212 .213 .212 +.018
29 .208 .212 .213 .230 .229 .230 .230 .230 +.017
33 .241 .244 .245 .263 .263 .264 .264 .263 +.018
37 .252 .255 .256 .276 .277 .276 .275 .276 1 +.020

PART #3

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. EVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .171 .170 .181 .176 .175 .174 .175 .175 -.006
5 .161 .164 .170 .170 .169 .168 .168 .168 -.002
9 .152 .153 .160 .158 .157 .156 .156 .157 -.003

13 .145 .147 .152 .149 .149 .148 .147 .148 -.004
17 .156 .161 .164 .163 .162 .162 .161 .162 -.002
21 .171 .175 .177 .173 o173 .173 .171 .172 -.005
25 .189 .192 .194 .193 .192 .192 .191 .192 -.002
29 .208 .211 .213 .212 .212 .211 .211 .211 -.002
33 .241 .242 .245 .245 .245 .245 .245 .245 .000
37 .252 .254 .256 .254 .254 .254 .254 .254 -.002
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #4

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .175 .176 .181 .182 .182 .181 .181 .181 .000

5 .161 .168 .170 .173 .173 .172 .172 .172 +.002
9 .152 .157 .160 .160 .161 .160 .159 .160 .000

| 13 .145 .149 .152 .152 .152 .152 .151 .152 .000
17 .156 .163 .164 .164 .163 .164 .163 .163 -.001
21 .171 .176 .177 .178 .178 .176 .178 .177 .000
25 .189 .193 .194 .201 .200 .202 .204 .202 +.008
29 .208 .212 .213 .219 .218 .217 .218 .218 +.005
33 .241 .242 .245 .249 .248 .247 .247 .248 +.003
37 .252 .250 .256 .259 .259 .259 .259 .259 .003

PART #5

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ___ ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATIONINO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 47

1 .175 .174 .181 .182 .182 .182 .181 .182 +.001
5 .161 .167 .170 .174 .173 .173 .173 .173 +.003
9 .152 .156 .160 .161 .162 .161 .161 .161 +.001

13 .145 .148 .152 .151 .150 .151 .150 .150 -.002
17 .156 .162 .164 .161 .161 .161 .161 .161 -.003
21 .171 .175 .177 .173 .173 .173 .171 .172 -.005
25 .189 .191 .194 .186 .85 .185 .186 .185 -.009
29 .208 .210 .213 .209 .208 .207 .209 .208 -.005
33 .241 .241 .245 .244 .244 .244 .243 .244 -. 001
37 .252 .253 .256 .257 .256 .256 .256 •256 .000

I PART #6

ROLLER THICKNESS
I POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .170 .170 .181 .182 .182 .181 .182 .182 +.001

5 .160 .162 .170 .171 .170 .170 .170 .170 .000
9 .150 .150 .160 .158 .157 .157 .158 .157 -.003

13 .143 .143 .152 .148 .147 .147 .147 .147 -.005
17 .155 .156 .164 .159 .159 .159 .158 .159 -.005
21 .168 .169 .177 .a66 .167 .167 .167 .167 -.010
25 .185 .186 .194 .183 .184 .182 .182 .183 -.011
29 .204 .205 .213 .202 .200 .201 .199 .200 -. 013
33 .236 .237 .245 .234 .234 .235 .233 .234 -.011

37 .247 .249 .256 .246 .246 .244 .245 . 245 -. O11

I
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #7

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .175 .175 .181 .186 .185 .184 .186 .185 +.O04
5 .166 .168 .170 .175 .174 .173 .174 .174 +.004
9 .156 .156 .160 .161 .161 .160 .161 .161 +.OO1

13 .150 .149 .152 .152 .151 .150 .151 .151 -.001
17 .162 .163 .164 .163 .162 .161 .163 .162 -.002
21 .176 .176 .177 .175 .174 .174 .175 .174 -.003
25 .193 .192 .194 .192 .193 .190 .192 .192 -.002
29 .213 .211 .213 .210 .210 .209 .210 .210 -.003

33 .245 .244 .245 .241 .2443 .242 .242 .242 -.003

37 .257 .257 .256 .255 .254 .256 .253 .254 -.002

PART #8

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .171 .171 .181 .177 .176 .175 .175 .176 -.005
5 .162 .162 .170 .164 .164 .163 .163 .163 -.007
9 .156 .156 .160 .158 .158 .158 .158 .158 -.002

13 .148 .150 .152 .151 .15o .15o .15o .150 -.002
17 .162 .164 .164 .162 .162 .162 .162 .162 -.002
21 .177 .178 .177 .176 .175 .175 .176 .175 -.002
25 .195 .195 .194 .191 .192 .192 .193 .192 -.002
29 .215 .214 .213 .210 .210 .211 .210 .210 -.003

33 .248 .249 .245 .245 .245 .246 .244 .245 .000
37 .260 .260 .256 .258 .259 .259 .258 .258 +.002

PART #9

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .179 .181 .196 .196 .195 .195 .195 +.014
5 .169 .170 .170 .183 .183 .182 .183 .183 +.013
9 .158 .160 .160 .170 .170 .170 .170 .170 +.010

13 .150 .153 .152 .161 .162 .160 .161 .161 +.009

17 .164 .168 .164 .172 .172 .173 .173 .172 +.008

21 .179 .181 .177 .189 .191 .191 .190 .190 +.013
25 .197 .199 .194 .207 .208 .208 .207 .207 +.013
29 .217 .218 .213 .222 .222 .222 .222 .222 +.009

33 .250 .253 .245 .255 .256 .257 .256 .256 +.011

37 .262 .265 .256 .265 .267 .266 .266 .266 1 .010
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SECOND OPERATIONI
PART #10

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .177 .181 .184 .184 .183 .183 .183 +.002
5 .169 .168 .170 .173 .173 .172 .173 .173 +.003
9 .158 .158 .160 .160 .159 .159 .160 .159 -.001

13 .150 .152 .152 .151 .150 .151 .151 .151 -.001
17 .164 .166 .164 .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 +.001
21 -.179 .180 .177 .178 .178 .177 .178 .178 +.001

25 .197 .197 .194 .196 .195 .196 .196 .196 +.002
29 .217 .215 .213 .212 .212 .213 .213 .212 -.001

33 .250 .250 .245 .243 .246 .246 .246 .245 .000
37 1 .262 .262 .256 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PART #11

ROLLER THICKNESS

POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .178 .181 .183 .184 .183 .182 .183 +.002
5 .-69 .169 .170 .172 .173 .172 .171 .172 +.002
9 .158 .159 .160 .161 .161 .161 .160 .161 +.001

13 .150 .152 .152 .152 .152 .152 .152 .152 .000
17 .164 .166 .164 .165 .166 .167 .165 .166 +.002
21 .179 .181 .177 .175 .175 .176 .175 .175 -.002
25 .197 .197 .194 .96 .195 .194 .194 .194 .000
29 .217 .216 .213 .213 .214 .212 .212 .213 .000

I 33 .250 .251 .245 .244 .243 .244 .244 .244 -.001
37 .262 .262 .256 .253 .252 .253 .252 .252 -.004

PART #12

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .177 .181 .186 .188 .189 .188 .188 +.007

5 .169 .168 .170 .176 .177 .178 .177 .177 +.007

9 .158 .158 .16o .164 .165 .166 .166 .165 +.oo5
13 .150 .151 .152 .157 .157 .158 .158 .157 +.005

17 .164 .165 .164 .169 .169 .170 .169 .169 +.005
21 .179 .179 .177 .179 .180 .181 .180 .180 +.003

25 .197 .197 .194 .197 .198 .199 .199 .198 +.004
29 .217 .215 .213 .214 .214 .213 .215 .214 +.001

33 .250 .251 .245 .247 .249 .248 .248 .248 +.003

37 .262 .263 .256 .256 .257 .257 .257 .257 +.O01
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #13

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .180 .181 .187 .187 .187 .187 .187 +.006
5 .169 .171 .170 .176 .176 .176 .176 .176 +.006

9 .158 .160 .160 .165 .165 .165 .165 .165 +.005
13 .150 .153 .152 .156 .156 .157 .156 .156 +.004
17 .164 .167 .164 .167 .168 .167 .167 .167 +.003

21 .179 .181 .177 .178 .178 .179 .178 .178 +.001
25 .197 .198 .194 .195 .195 .195 .196 .195 +.001
29 .217 .215 .213 .213 .213 .212 .212 .212 -.001

33 .250 .250 .245 .247 .248 .248 .246 .247 +.002

37 .262 .263 .256 .266 .267 .266 .266 .266 +.010

PART #14

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 17

1 .178 .179 .181 .187 .186 .186 .186 .186 +.005
5 .169 .169 .170 .175 .175 .175 .175 .175 +.005
9 .158 .158 .160 .163 .163 .163 .163 .163 +.003

13 .150 .152 .152 .155 .156 .156 .155 .155 +.003
17 .164 .166 .164 .168 .168 .168 .168 .168 +.oo4
21 .179 .180 .177 .179 .179 .180 .180 .179 +.002
25 .197 .197 .194 .195 .195 .195 .195 .195 +.001
29 .217 .216 .213 .212 .212 .211 .213 .212 -.001
33 .250 .250 .245 .245 .245 .246 .246 .245 .001
37 .262 .262 .256 .255 .254 .256 .255 .255 -.Oo1

PART #15

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 11 2 3 4

1 .178 .178 .181 .186 .186 .185 .186 .186 +.005
5 .169 .169 .170 .175 .174 .174 .174 .174 +.o04
9 .158 .158 .160 .163 .162 .162 .162 .162 +.002

13 .150 .151 .152 .155 .155 .154 .154 .154 +.002

17 .164 .165 .164 .166 .166 .166 .166 .166 +.002
21 .179 .179 .177 .176 .176 .175 .176 .176 -.OO1

25 .197 .196 .194 .194 .193 .193 .195 .194 .000

29 .217 .214 .213 .211 .212 .212 .212 .212 -.001

33 .250 .249 .245 .245 .244 .245 .245 .245 .000

37 .262 .260 .256 .254 .253 .253 .253 .253 -.003
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #16

ROLLER TH ICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .178 .181 .185 .184 .184 .184 .184 +.003
5 .169 .169 .170 .173 .172 *172 .172 .172 +.002
9 .158 .159 .160 .161 .161 .160 .160 .160 .000

13 .150 .152 .152 .154 .154 .154 .153 .154 +.002
17 .164 .167 .164 .169 .169 .169 .168 .169 +.005
21 .179 .181 .177 .180 .180 .181 .180 .180 +.003
25 .197 .198 .194 .197 .197 .197 .197 .197 +.003
29 .217 .217 .213 .213 .216 .215 .216 .215 +.002
33 .250 .251 .245 .247 .248 .248 .248 .248 +.003
37 .262 .264 .256 .256 .256 .257 .256 .256 .000

PART #17

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 1i4

1 .178 .178 .181 .186 .186 .186 .187 .186 +.005
5 .169 .169 .170 .174 .173 .173 .174 .173 +.003
9 .158 .158 .160 .161 .161 .161 .161 .161 +.001

13 .150 .151 .152 .153 .153 .154 .153 .153 +.001
17 .164 .165 .164 .167 .167 .167 .167 .167 +.003
21 .179 .180 .177 .177 .176 .176 .177 .176 -.001
25 .197 .197 .194 .195 .194 .194 .195 .194 .000
29 .217 .215 .213 .212 .212 .212 .212 .212 -.OO1
33 .250 .250 .245 .247 .247 .246 .246 .246 +.001
37 .262 .262 .256 .255 .255 .256 .255 .255 -.001

PART #18

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .179 .181 .187 .186 .186 .187 .186 +.005
5 .169 .169 .170 , .176 .176 .176 .176 .176 +.006

9 .158 .159 .160 .165 .164 .164 .164 .164 +.004
13 .15o .150 .152 .155 .155 .156 .155 .155 +.003
17 .164 .166 .164 .168 .167 .168 .168 .168 +.004
21 .179 .180 .177 .176 .176 .177 .176 .176 -.001

25 .197 .197 .194 .193 .193 .194 .194 .193 -.001

29 .217 .216 .213 .214 .212 .215 .215 .214 +.001

33 .250 .250 .245 .246 .245 .246 .245 .245 .000

37 .262 .261 .256 .255 .254 .2514 .2551 .254 -. 002

!
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SECOND OPERATION

PART #19

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .178 .181 .183 .181 .181 .181 .181 .000

5 .169 .169 .170 .173 .171 .171 .172 .172 +.002

9 .158 .159 .16o .16b .16o .159 .16o .16o .000
13 .15o .153 .152 .152 .152 .151 .152 .152 .000
17 .164 .167 .164 .167 .166 .166 .166 .166 +.002
21 .179 .181 .177 .178 .177 .176 .177 .177 .000
25 .197 .199 .194 .195 .194 .194 .194 .194 .000
29 .217. .217 .213 .213 .213 .212 .214 .213 .000
33 .250 .252 .245 .248 .247 .247 .247 .247 ,.002
37 .262 .263 .256 .258 .257 .257 .257 .257 1 .O01

PART #20

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .178 .178 .181 .184 .183 .183 .183 .183 +.002
5 .169 .169 .170 .174 .173 .173 .174 .173 +.003

9 .158 .159 .160 .160 .159 .160 .160 .160 .000
13 .150 .152 .152 .153 .152 .153 .153 .153 +.001
17 .164 .167 .164 .165 .166 .165 .165 .165 +.001
21 .179 .181 .177 .176 .175 .176 .177 .176 -.001
25 .197 .198 .194 .194 .193 .193 .194 .193 -.001
29 .217 .217 .213 .211 .211 .212 .212 .211 -.002

33 .250 .252 .245 .247 .247 .247 -.247 .247 +.002

37 .262 .264 .256 .257 .256 .257 '.258 .257 +.001
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DIAI4ETERS AT POINT #37

SECOND OPERATION
See Appendix B Page B-8 for

method of determining diameter.

PART NUMBER

2 3 5 6 7

A 13.299 13.568 13.395 13.348 13.253
1.

B 13.268 13.542 13.345 13.300 13.217

A 13.299 13.582 13.399 13.341 13.254
2.

B. 13.268 13.554 13.349 13.291 13.218

A 13.297 13•563 13.405 13•346 13.254
3.

B 13.264 13.537 13.355 13.296 13.219

A 13.297 13.541 13.402 13.353 13.253
4.

B 13.266 13.517 13.353 13.308 13.216

A 13.298 13.564 13.400 13.347 13.254
Average B. 13.266 13-538 13.350 13.299 13.218

O.D. 13.234 13.512 13.300 13.251 13.182

Thickness Pt. 37 .276 .254 .256 .245 .254

I.D. 12.682 13.004 12.788 12.761 12.674
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PART NUMBER

8 9 11 12

A 13.244 13.252'  13.469 13.480
1.

B 13.203 13.211 13.427 13.434

A 13.245 13.245 13.460 13.481
2.

B 13.203 13.207 13.423 13.433

A 13.247 13.254 13.455 13.480
3.

B 13.208 13.214 13•415 13.434

A 13.245 13.260 13.460 13.479
4.

B 13.203 13.220 13.420 13.432

Average A 13.245 13.253 13.461 13.48o

B 13.204 13.213 13.421 13.433

O.D. 13.163 13.173 13.381 13.386

Thickness Pt #37. .258 .266 .252 .257

I.D. 12.647 12.641 12.877 12.872
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PART NUMBER

13 14 15 16

A 13.419 13.451 13.492 13.428

1. B 13•365 13•413 13.446 13.386

A 13.426 13.462 13.498 13.431
2. B 13.374 13.425 13.452 13.390

A 13.429 13.466 13.489 13.433
3.

B 13.379 13.425 13.443 13.390

A 13.422 13.457 13.483 13.425

4.
B 13.371 13.423 13.436 13.383

A 13.424 13.459 13.490 13.429
Average B 13.372 13.421 13.444 13.387

O.D. 13.320 13.383 13.398 13.345

Thickness Pt. 37 .266 .255 .253 .256

I.D. 12.788 1Z.873 12.892 12.833
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PART NUMBER

17 18 19 20

A 13.394 13.476 13.405 13.373
1.

B 13.359 13.440 13.368 13.334

A 13.393 13.479 13.403 13.376
2.

B 13.354 13.437 13.367 13.339

A 13,392 13.479 13.405 13.376
3.

B 13.356 13.439 13.369 13.337

A 13.391 13.477 13.409 13.371
4.

B 13-355 13.435 13.369 13.333

A 13.392 13.478 13.405 13.374
Average

B 13.356 13.438 13.368 13.336

OoD. 13.320 13.398 13.331 13.298

Thickness Pt. 37 .255 .254 .257 .257

I.D. 12.810 12.890 12.817 13.784
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Section 5 - Third Operation

The third operation arbor was mounted in a No. 40 x 24 Floturn Machine.
The bed was set parallel to centerline and the new template made as described
in Appendix B was used. A 12-inch diameter roller with a 1/8 inch nose radius
and a 450 lead angle was used. The roller swivel block was set 80 clockwise,
resulting in an effective angle of 370 from centerline to face of roller. A
spindle speed of 200 RPM and a feed rate of 2 inches per minute were used.

Before starting on the third operation, the thickness and diameter results
obtained in the second operation were reviewed, and a revised order of parts
was established which would maintain the best pattern of consistancy with re-
spect to thickness and diameter.

As explained at the start of the second operation, the offset section at
the small end was formed prior to any work on the contoured portion.

Prior to work on any full length parts, Part #1 and part #4 which had frac-
tured in the second operation were run to aid in establishing the best gap set-
tings between the roller and arbor to allow for deflection under forming load.
The gap settings were modified several times during the running of the parts in
the third operation so as to compensate for variation between parts as produced
in the second operation. The last seven parts were run with gap settings held
as consistant as possible. Thickness results were generally consistant; how-
ever, the thicknesses tended to be slightly heavier than desired, but only of
the order of .004 to .007.

During the processing of the first six parts, the method of spinning the
outer portion of the part was modified before each part, so as to arrive at a
method that would gather sufficient material to maintain thickness, and to re-
duce the diameter of the large end of the part. As had been found in the second
operation, the spinning procedure had to be carefully handled so as to obtain
the best combination of end results without causing surface fractures.

The methods of spinning the outer portion of the first six parts are outlined
on Figures 9-C through 14-C.

Following completion of the first six parts, an auxiliary template was made

as shown on Figure 15-C so as to simplify the spinning of the balance of the parts
as well as to produce a more uniform contour in the spun section.

The methods of spinning the outer portion of the balance of the parts are
outlined on Figures 16-C and 17-C. All parts were processed by Floturning tothe first point number indicated, spinning the outer portion of the part, and then
Floturning the balance of the part.

The following is a summary of the processing and results on the parts in the
third operation:

Part #3: Processed as indicated in Figure 9-C. Spinning operation did
not reduce diameter of large portion of part. Part thin in spun nortion.

Part #5: Processed as indicated in Figure 10-C. Diameter reduced some-
what more. Some peeling of surface bettween parts #33 and #37 due to
excessive pull-in in third spinning pass. Part thin in spun portion.

Part #6: Processed as indicated in Figure 11-C. Surface crazing in area
between points #29 and *37. Diameter large and part thin in spun portion.
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Part #2: Processed as indicated in Figure 12-C. Part fractured between
Points #21 and #25. Diameter large.

Part #7: Processed as indicated in Figure 13-C. Thickness good but large
end still oversize.

Part #8: Processed as indicated in Figure 14-C. Part finished tight on
arbor. After cooling, part was smaller than desired due to differential
expansion of arbor material and workpiece material.

Parts #9, #13, #10 and #20: Processed as indicated in Figure 16-C. Thick-
ness of four parts generally consistant. Part #13 fractured just short of
end of part, and part #10 was short before starting on the third operation,
so that large end diameters could not be determined. Diameters of parts
#9 and #20 very consistant and smaller than arbor.

Parts #17 and #19: Processed as indicated in Figure 16-C except that the
first three spinning passes were modified. Spinning passes on Part #17
were as follows,

First Pass .300 out from Point #37
Second Pass .150 out from Point #37
Third Pass .050 inside of Point #37

Spinning passes on Part #19 were as follows:
First Pass .350 out from Point #37
Second Pass .200 out from Point #37
Third Pass Even with Point #37

The large diameters were still smaller than the arbor but larger than
previous parts, and a comparison of Part #19 t o Part #17 shows the ef-
fect of the change of the spinning passes.

Parts #16 and #11: Processed as indicated in Figure 17-C. First three
spinning passes were the same as used on Part #19. Fourth spinning pass
modified by adding blocks under stylus when on auxiliary template. Large
diameter of both parts oversize; however, no reason could be determined
for this condition.

Parts #12, #14, #15 and #18: Processed in same manner as Parts #16 and #11
except that third spinning pass was made .050 inside of point #37 instead
of even with point #37. Thickness and large diameter generally consis-
tant with diameter again smaller than arbor.

Complete data covering thickness and diameters of all parts is given on the
following pages.

The variations encountered in the diameters at point #37 are traceable to
variations in spinning methods and possible variation in arbor temperature except
for parts #16 and #11.

After completion of a third operation, sixteen parts were full length; how-
ever, two of these, parts #2 and #18, had small fractures.
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THIRD OPERATION

PART #1

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .o96 .096 .103 .107 .105 .103 .105 .105 +.002
5 .089 .090 .094 .101 .099 .097 .099 .099 +.005
9 .082 .085

13
17
21
25
29
33
37 .183

PART #4

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .101 .102 .108 .114 .112 .110 .112 .112 +.004

5 .094 .097 .099 .103 .101 .099 .101 .101 +.002
9 .087 .088 .090 .091 .089 .088 .089 .089 -.001

13 .082 .085 .084 .087 .086 .085 .087 .086 +.002
17 .092 094 .093
21
25
29
33
37 .188

PART #3

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .101 .102 .108 .112 .110 .107 .109 .109 +.001

5 .094 .098 .099 .101 .099 .097 .100 .099 .000
9 .087 .088 .090 .088 .086 .087 .089 .087 -.003

13 .082 .085 .084 .082 .081 .082 .082 .082 -. 002
17 .092 .095 .093 .092 .090 .091 .090 .091 -.002

21 .lo6 .110 16 .1o5 .lo5 .o5 .lo6 .lo5 -. 001
25 .122 .124 .121 .115 .113 .16 .117 .115 -. 006
29 .142 .1h .14o .133 .133 .137 .136 .135 -.005

33 .175 .177 .172 .169 .170 .173 .173 .171 -.OO1

37 .188 .191 .184 .175 .176 .179 .178 .177 -. 007
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THIRD OPERATIONI
PART #5

I ROLLER THICKNESS

POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO.- DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .i1 .101 108 .11O o1ll 115 .113 .112 +.004
5 .098 .098 .099 .100 .102 .104 .103 .102 +.003
9 .091 .088 .090 .090 .092 .091 .092 .091 +.001

13 086 085 .084 .086 .088 .087 .087 .087 +.003
17 .096 094 .093 .090 .092 .091 .090 .091 -.002
21 .110 .109 106 .103 .103 .103 .102 .103 -.003
25 .126 .124 .121 .111 .112 115 0114 .113 -.008
29 .146 .144 .140 .134 .136 .136 .136 .135 005
33 .179 .176 .172 .171 .172 .172 .171 .171 -.001
37 .192 .192 .184 .178 .180 .182 .180 .180 -.004

I PART #6

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .101 .100 .108 .107 .107 .108 .108 .107 -.0011 5 .098 .097 .099 .099 .100 .100 .099 .099 .000
9 •091 .089 .090 .088 .089 .088 .088 .088 -.002

13 .086 .085 .084 .083 .084 .084 .082 .083 -.001

17 .096 .095 .093 .091 .092 .091 .090 .091 -.002
21 .110 .109 .lo6 .104 .104 .104 .103 .104 -.002
25 .126 .124 .121 .114 .116 .116 .114 .115 -.006
29 .146 .144 .14o .135 .135 .135 .134 .135 -.005
33 .179 .177 .172 .168 .169 .170 .168 o169 -.003
37 .192 .191 o183 .179 .181 .181 .179 .180 -.004

PART #2

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 14

I 1 .101 •401 .108 .ll •ll1 .111 .1n 1 .111 +.003
5 .098 .098 .099 .102 .102 .104 .103 .103 +.004
9 .091 .090 .090 .093 .093 .094 .093 .093 .+.003

13 .086 .085 .084 .085 .087 .086 .085 .086 +.002
17 .096 .095 .093 .093 .094 .094 .093 .093 .000
21 .110 .110 .106 .112 .111 .109 .110 .110 +.004

25 .126 .125 .121 .120 .117 .117 .119 .118 -.003
29 .146 .146 .140 .140 .137 .139 .141 .139 -001

33 .179 .178 .174 . 172 .174 .175 .174 +.002

I 37 .192 .193 .184 0185 .183 .183 .184 .184 .000

I
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THIRD OPERATION

PART #7

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .101 .100 .108 .113 .113 .113 .111 .112 +.004
5 .098 .098 .099 .104 .104 .103 .102 .103 +-004
9 .091 .088 .090 .089 .088 .088 .087 .088 -.002

13 .086 .086 .084 .085 .084 .o83 .085 .084 .000
17 .096 .098 .093 .095 .094 .094 .095 094 +.001
21 114 .115 .106 .111 .110 .110 .110 .110 +,004
25 .131 .132 .121 .126 .126 .124 .125 .125 +,004
29 ,149 .152 .140 .145 .14 .143 .143 .144 +o004
33 .179 .181 .172 .178 .179 .177 .178 .178 +.o06
37 .197 .199 .184 .190 .190 .189 .190 .190 +.006

PART #8

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 -095 .095 .108 .103 .103 .104 .103 .103 -. 005
5 .o94 .095 .099 .100 .100 .101 .100 .100 +.001
9 .090 .091 .090 .092 .093 .092 .092 .092 +.002

13 .086 .089 .084 088 .088 .088 .087 .088 +,004
17 .097 .099 .093 .094 .095 .094 o094 .094 +.001
21 .111 .113 .106 .108 .108 .107 .107 .107 +.001
25 .127 .131 .121 .121 .121 .120 .120 .120 -.001
29 .147 .150 .140 .141 ,142 .142 .141 .l +.001
33 .180 .183 .172 .175 .177 .177 .173 .175 +.003
37 ,193 .192 .184 .181 .183 .183 .181 .182 -.002

PART #9

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .100 .099 .108 .109 .109 .108 .108 .108 .000
5 .094 .094 .099 .098 ,097 .097 .096 .097 -.002
9 .090 .090 .090 .091 .091 .090 .090 .090 .000

13 086 086 .084 .087 .086 .085 .086 .086 +.002

17 .097 .098 .093 .093 .092 .092 .093 .092 -.001
21 .111 .113 .106 .105 .lo .10 .105 .104 -. 002
25 .127 .130 .121 .122 .121 .122 .122 .122 +.001
29 .147 .149 ,lO .141 .140 .141 .142 .141 +.001
33 .180 .182 .172 .177 .176 .177 .178 .177 +,005
37 .195 .195 .184 .187 .185 .185 .187 .186 +.002
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THIRD OPERATIONI
PART #13

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .100 .100 .108 .111 .111 .112 .112 .111 +.003
5 .094 .095 .099 .102 .103 .103 .102 .102 *+.003
9 .090 .091 .090 .094 .094 .o95 .095 .094 +.004

13 .086 .087 .084 .089 .089 .090 .090 .089 +.005
17 .097 .099 .093 .095 .096 .096 .095 .095 +.002
21 .111 .114 .106 .109 .110 .108 .108 .109 +.003
25 .127 .132 .121 .125 .126 .124 .124 .125 +.004
29 .147 .152 .140 .144 .145 .142 .143 .143 +.003
33 .180 .186 .172 .179 .179 .177 .178 .178 .006
37 .195 .198 .184

PART #10

ROLLER THICKNESS
PMINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .100 .100 .108 .113 .114 .113 .112 .113 +.005
5 .095 .o96 .099 .105 .105 .105 .104 .105 +.006
9 .091 .092 .090 .096 .097 .095 .095 .096 +.006
13 .087 .o88 .084 .088 .088 .088 .088 .088 +.004
17 .099 .101 .093 .100 .098 .097 .098 .098 +.005
21 .114 .116 .106 .114 .112 .112 .113 .113 +.007
25 .132 .133 .121 .131 .129 .129 .131 .130 +.009
29 .152 .153 .140 .149 .148 .148 .149 .148 +.008I .3337

PART #20

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATIONNO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .100 .099 .108 .111 .110 .110 .109 .110 .002
5 .094 .093 .099 .099 .099 .098 .098 .098 -.001
9 .088 .o86 .090 .089 .088 .087 .086 .087 -.003

13 .085 .083 .084 .083 .082 .081 .080 .081 -.003
17 .097 .096 .093 .090 .089 .089 .088 .089 -.004
21 .111 .111 .l6 .101 .101 .100 .100 .100 -.006
25 .128 .128 .121 .119 .120 .119 .119 .119 -.002

29 .150 .150 .140 .140 .140 .140 .139 .140 .000

33 .181 .182 .172 .173 .173 .171 .171 .172 .000

37 .193 .193 .184 .181 .181 .180 .180 .180 -. ,o.04
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THIRD OPERATION

PART #17

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .100 .101 .108 .111 .111 .111 .110 .1in +,.003
5 .094 .094 .099 .100 .100 .098 .099 .099 .000
9 4090 .090 .090 .093 .092 .090 .092 .092 +.002

13 .087 .087 .084 .090 .089 .088 .090 .089 +.005
17 .101 .101 .093 .099 .098 .098 .099 .098 +.005
21 .118 .119 .lo6 .116 .115 .116 .16 .116 +.01O
25 .130 .133 .121 .125 .124 .124 .125 .124 +-.003
29 .150 .153 .140 .145 .143 .143 .144 .144 +.004
33 .181 .184 .172 .180 .177 .177 .178 .178 +.006
37 .193 .495 .184 .188 .186 .187 .188 .187 +.003

PART #19

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .104 .108 .114 .112 .112 .112 .112 +.004
5 .097 .097 .099 .101 .100 .099 .100 .100 +.001
9 .093 .093 .090 .094 .092 .092 .093 .093 +.003

13 .090 .089 .084 .090 .089 .088 .090 .089 +.005
17 .104 .104 .093 .101 .099 .099 .100 .100 +.007
21 .121 .121 .106 .117 .116 .116 .117 .116 +.010
25 .133 .134 .121 .130 .128 .128 .130 .129 +.008
29 .153 .154 .140 .148 .147 .18 .149 .148 +.008
33 .184 .185 .172 .183 .180 .180 .182 .181 +.009
37 .195 .196 .184 .191 .190 .190 .191 .190 +.006

PART #16

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .105 .108 .112 .111 .111 .112 .111 +.003
5 .097 .098 .099 .100 .099 .100 .100 .100 +.001
9 .093 .093 .090 .091 .090 .092 .092 .091 +.001

13 .090 .089 .084 .088 .087 .o88 .088 .o88 +004
17 .104 .IO4 .093 .101 .101 .102 .102 .101 +.008

21 .121 .120 .lo6 .117 .117 .118 .118 .117 +.011
25 .133 .133 .121 .129 .129 .130 .130 .129 +.008

29 .153 .153 .140 .147 .148 .149 .149 .148 +.008

33 .184 .184 .172 .181 .181 .183 .183 .182 +.010

37 .195 .196 .184 .191 .191 .193 .12 .192 +.008
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THIRD OPERATIONI
PART #11

ROLLER THICKNESS

POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .1QLL .108 .115 .114 .114 .114 .114 +,006

5 .097 .097 .099 .102 .101 .101 .101 .101 +.002

9 .093 .093 .090 .093 .092 .092 .092 .092 +.002

13 .090 .089 .084 .086 .086 .086 .086 .086 +.002

17 .104 .104 .093 .097 .o96 .o96 o097 .096 +.003

21 .121 .121 .106 .112 .111 .112 .113 .112 +.006

25 .133 .133 .121 .124 .124 .123 .124 .124 +.003

29 .153 .152 .140 .142 .141 .142 .144 .142 +.002

33 .184 .184 .172 .176 .174 .175 .178 .176 +.004

37 .195 .195 .184 .184 .183 .184 .186 .184 .000

PART #12

ROLLER THICKNESS

POINT GAP SETING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .104 .108 .112 .112 .112 .112 .112 +.004

5 .097 .097 .099 .099 .100 .100 .100 .100 +.001

9 .093 .092 .090 .089 .090 .090 .089 .089 -.001

13 .090 .088 .084 .084 .085 .085 .083 .084 .000

17 .104 .103 .093 .096 .098 .097 .096 .097 .004

21 .121 .121 .lo6 .112 .114 .113 .112 .113 +.007

25. .133 .133 .121 .125 .126 .126 .124 .125 +.004

29 .153 '.153 .140 .146 .147 .146 .145 .146 +.006

33 .184 .183 .172 .178 .179 .180 .177 .178 +.006

37 .195 .195 .184 .187 .189 .189 .186 .188 +.004

PART #14

ROLLER THICKNESS ,.

POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACT AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .104 .108 .112 .111 .110 .111 .111 +.003

5 .097 .097 .099 .103 .102 .102 .101 .102 +.003

9 .093 .092 .090 .094 .094 .094 .092 .093 +.003

13 .090 .088 .084 .087 .087 .088 .086 .087 +.003

17 .104 .103 .093 .097 .098 .098 .096 .097 +.004

21 .121 .121 .106 .113 .114 .114 .112 .113 +.007

25 .133 .133 .121 .125 .126 .125 .124 .125 +.004

29 .153 .152 .140 .143 .145 .144 .142 .143 +.003

33 .184 .183 .172 .177 .179 .179 .176 .178 +.006

37 .195 .195 .184 .186 .188 .188 .185 .187 +.003
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THIRD OPERATION

PART #15

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED ACTUAL AVG. DEVIATION

NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 14

. .104 .104 .108 .112 .112 .111 .111 .11 +.003
5 .097 .097 .099 .102 .101 .100 .100 .101 +.002
9 .093 .093 .090 .092 .092 .090 .090 .091 +.001

13 .090 .089 .084 .087 .086 .086 .086 .086 +.002
17 .104 .10 .093 .099 .098 .097 .098 .098 +.005
21 .121 .122 .106 .115 .114 .113 .114 .114 +.008
25 .133 .134 .121 .127 .127 .125 .127 .126 +.005
29 .153 .155 .14o .148 .147 .144 .146 .146 +.006
33 .184 .186 .172 .181 .181 .179 .180 .180 +.008
37 .195 .197 1.184 .190 .190 .189 .188 .189 +.005

PART #18

ROLLER THICKNESS
POINT GAP SETTING DESIRED JCUAL AVG. DEVIATION
NO. DESIRED ACTUAL 1 2 3 4

1 .104 .104 .108 .112 .11a .112 .113 .112 +.004
5 .097 .097 .099 .101 .100 .102 .102 .101 +.002
9 .093 .093 .090 .093 .093 .093 .094 .093 +.003

13 .090 .089 .084 .087 .087 .088 .088 .087 +.003
17 .104 .104 .093 .097 .098 .099 .099 .098 +.005
21 .121 .121 .106 .113 .115 .116 .115 .115 +.009
25 .133 .134 .121 .126 .127 .129 .129 .128 +.007
29 .153 .154 .14o .146 .147 .148 .1h8 .147 +.007
33 .184 .184 .172 .180 .181 .182 .181 .181 +.009
37: .195 .197 .184 .189 .190 .191 .190 .190 __+,.Q06
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I Diameters at Point #37

IThird Operation

See Appendix B Page B-8 for
Method of Determining Diameter

PART NUMBER

3 5 6 2

A 12.450 12.356 12.410 12.422

B 12.438 12.325 12.378 12.393

2 A 12.448 12.353 12.415 12.425

B 12.434 12.323 12.386 12.345I
A 12.452 12.343 12.407 12.438

i3. B 12.436 12.313 12.378 12.408

. 12.451 12.344 12.396 12.433

B 12.442 12.315 12.366 12.404I
A 12.450 12.349 12.407 12.430

Average B 12.438 12.319 12.377 12.400

j O.D. 12.426 12.289 12.347 12.370

Thickness Pt. 37 .177 .180 .180 .184

I.D. 12.072 11.929 11.987 12.002

I
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PART NUMBER

7 8 9 20

A 12.383 12.257 12.242 12.240
1.

B 12.359 12.231 12.216 12.211

A 12.373 12.255 12.243 12.235
2.

B 12.35o 12.231 12.218 12.206

A 12.371 12.255 12.233 12.246
3.

B 12.348 12.230 12.208 12.212

A 12.384 12.257 12.235 12.252
4.

B 12.359 12.231 12.209 12.218

A 12.378 12.256 12.238 12.243
Average

B 12.354 12.231 12.213 12.212

O.D. 12.330 12.206 12.188 12.181

Thickness Pt 37 .190 .182 .186 .180

I.D. 11.950 11.842 11.816 11.821
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PART NUMBER

I 17 19 16 11

A 12.245 12.290 12.373 12.418
B 12.219 12.260 12o341 12.381

I A 12.252 12.297 12.379 12.416

2.
B 12.228 12.266 12.348 12.382

A 12.265 12.295 12.376 12.415
B 12.241 12.265 12.343 12.382

A 12.258 12.288 12.369 12.419

4.
B 12.235 12.259 12.335 12.384

A 12.255 12.293 12.374 12.417
AverageB 12.231 12.263 12.342 12.382

O.D. 12.207 12.233 12.310 12.347

Thickness Pt. 37 .187 .190 .192 .184

I I.D. 11.833 11.853 11.926 11.979

I

i

1
I
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PART NUMBER

12 14 15 18

A 12.263 12.252 12.264 12.290
1. B 12.238 12.228 12.235 12.260

A 12.265 12.248 12.248 12.288

2.
B 12.238 12.223 12.221 12.261

A 12.260 12.255 12.257 12.279
3.

B 12.233 12.229 12.231 12.252

A 12.257 12.258 12.277 12.290

B 12.232 12.231 12.248 12.255

A 12.261 12.253 12.261 12.287
Average B 12.235 12.228 12.234 12.257

O.D. 12.209 12.203 12.207 12.227

Thickness Pt. 37 .188 .187 .189 .190

I.D. 11.833 11.829 11.829 11.847
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Section #6 - Fourth Operation

Prior to starting work on parts in the fourth operation, it was nec-
essary to install new heating rods in the fourth operation arbor. Following
the reconmendation of the rod manufacturer, sand was utilized in place of
steel shot to obtain more uniform heating.

After completion of rod installation, the arbor was mounted in the
Floturn machine and heated to operating temperature and a check made for
stability. When suitable stability was indicated, several short sections,
salvaged from parts that had fractured in earlier operations, were run to
determine the best operating conditions. As this work was being performed,
it was noticed that the sand packed inside of the arbor was sifting out
through the adapter into the spindle bore due to insufficient confinement.

The arbor was removed from the machine, repacked with sand, and
additional packing and clamping placed around the rods at the open end of
the arbor. Following these corrective measures, the arbor was once again
mounted in the Floturn machine and heated to operating temperature. Two
more short sections were run on the tool and results indicated that, al-
though the arbor was running true enough at each end, the center was not
true due to a warped condition introduced by the application of heat.

In order to eliminate the warped condition, it was decided to re-
machine the contoured section of the arbor while the arbor was at operating
temperature. Shortly after the remachining was begun, the heating rods again
failed, so that no further work could be done.

A review of the problems encountered with the fourth operation arbor
pointed up the following difficultiesg

1. The alloy iron arbor would not remain stable at operating tempera-
ture unless some conductive material was packed around the rods
inside the arbor.

2. The heating rods fail very quickly if some material is packed in the
arbor.

It was concluded that the only way to by-pass the foregoing diffi-
culties would be to make a new arbor using a tool steel grade of material
which could be hardened and then drawn at about 10000 F. so as to obtain
stability at an operating temperature of 7000 F.

Approval was requested and received to procure a new fourth operation
arbor made from high carbon- high chromium air hardening tool steel. The
internal core configuration of the arbor casting presented great difficulty
at the foundry and even after making a second casting, the grooves required
for location of the heating rods and the small end of the core section were

I
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filled with burned sand so that the heating rods could not be inserted to
full depth. The rod mounting was modified so that although the rods extended
approximately 31 from the original position, they would clear the arbor mount-
ing adapter.

Following installation of the rods, the arbor was heated to check
operation of the rods and to determine the reaction of the arbor. A prelimi-
nary check indicated that there was some distortion of the arbor. On the
following day, the arbor was again brought to operating temperature and a com-
plete check was made of distortion and stability. It was found that the large
and small end of the arbor could be maintained at a stable condition with runout
held to a maximum of .001 TIR. However, at the middle, the runout was .010.

While the observations were being made to determine the general condi-
tion of the arbor at operating temperature, a trace of oil was noticed seeping
out between the arbor adapter and the spindle flange. This condition had never
been observed prior to this time and since the amount of oil was very slight,
no particular significance was attached to this matter.

The runout condition existing in the arbor when at operating temperature
made it imperative that the arbor be re-machined while hot.

After cooling overnight, the arbor was again brought to operating tempera-
ture and the runout established as .001 T. IoR. maximum at the large and small
end. The template was set so that the contoured portion of the arbor could be
machined by adjusting the template parallel to center line toward the headstock,
thereby permitting stock removal throughout the contour by shortening the arbor
slightly without reducing the diameter at the large end.

A problem was encountered in the break down of the carbide turning tool;
however, with frequent indexing of the insert and careful blending of cuts in
various areas, the machining was carried out until the end of the day at which
time approximately one-third of the length of the arbor from the small end had
been cleaned-up and the middle third partially cleaned-up but all of the runout
not removed. Before shutting down, a check was made of the runout condition of
the arbor with the tailstock removed. The large end of the arbor was found to
have the same runout of .001 T.I.R. as originally establishedi however, the small
end of the arbor ranout .030 T. I.F This drastic change was assumed to have re-
sulted from the removal of metal from only a portion of the circumference in the
middle third of the length of the arbor. The removal of metal from only a por-
tion of the surface apparently resulted in a differential expansion in the middle
of the arbor which caused the small end of the arbor to have a greater runout.

Although it would appear that the additional distortion would present a
very serious problem, it was felt that it could be overcome by reversing the
direction of machining and starting the cuts at the large end finishing the
nose last.
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On the following morning, heating power was again applied to the
internal heating rods to heat the arbor to operating temperature so that
machining could continue. Following standard procedures, the rods were
kept under close observation through the hole in the small end of the arbor
until it was apparent that they were heating properly. After a period of
approximately one hour, it became apparent that the temperature of the arbor
was not increasing in a normal manner° Also, the seepage of oil from between
the arbor adapter and spindle flange had increased. A visual check of the
rods showed that only one of the three heating rods was hot, while the other
two showed no sign of being at elevated temperature. A check of electrical
conditions showed that one fuse in the three phase supply was blown and
that an electrical ground existed somewhere inside the arbor.

The arbor was immediately removed from the Floturn Machine; however,
the arbor was too hot to permit removal of the adapter for further examina-
tion of the rods that day.

After cooling over night, the adapter was removed from the arbor and
it was found that the alloy sheath of all three rods was burnt through at
one end approximately three inches from the end terminal. Also, all surfaces
of the arbor, adapter and rods in the cavity at the large end were coated
with a brownish white film that is the characteristic result of vaporized oil.

A study was made of the cause for rod failure, which seemed to be the
result of the oil seeping out of the head stock0

Since the rods were closer to the spindle, a greater heat flow into
the spindle was encountered which caused some distortion of the spindle and
slinger ring, permitting oil to flow out through the bearing knockout holes
into the space between the spindle and the arbor adapter. This oil reached
the terminal ends of the rods and was absorbed by the Magnesium Oxide insu-
lation in the rods until the oil reached the Nichrome resistor wire, causing
rapid failure of the wire and alloy sheath

This completes Appendix C as no further work was done on this contract.


